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Abstract: The concept of the commons has provided a useful framework for understanding a
wide range of resources and cultural activities associated with the creation of value outside
of the traditional market mechanisms under capitalism (i.e. private property, rational selfinterest, and profit maximization). However, these communities often continue to intersect
with capital and the state attempts to appropriate their resources. Recent scholarship has
sought to unpack some of the contradictions inherent in the claims made about the revolutionary potential of the commons by offering conceptual frameworks for assessing commonsbased projects. This paper builds upon this research by developing a two-pronged argument.
First, by drawing examples from the free software movement, I argue that critical political
economy provides the most useful analytical framework for understanding the contradictions
inherent in the relationship between capital and the commons. Second, I argue for a commons praxis that attempts to overcome some of these contradictions. Within this discussion, I
build on the notion of ‘boundary commoning’ to understand organisational form, and I develop the concept of ‘subversive commoning’ for understanding various forms of commoning
that seek to undermine the capitalist logics of the digital commons.
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1. Introduction
In the search for alternatives to capitalism, the commons paradigm has emerged as a
possible direction forward. The concept of the commons (Ostrom 1990; Thompson
1993; Linebaugh 2014; Hardt and Negri 2011; Bollier and Helfrich 2012; De Angelis
2017) has been used as a framework for informing and understanding the activities
of various social movements that are actively working against the enclosure of public
goods or commons-based resources. These range from natural resources like water,
fish, grasslands, forests, or the atmosphere, to human-created resources like education, housing, or ideas and their expression. Whatever the resource, these movements are linked by their attempts to maintain or reinstitute community control over
such resources, while resisting (to various degrees) state or corporate exploitation or
control of the resource. The emergent ways that communities negotiate their relationship with either the state or capital has been the subject of scholarly interest and
debate for at least the last 25 years.
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More recent scholarship has attempted to clarify some of the diverse ways in which
the commons can be understood, particularly as an emancipatory practice in the face
of the prevailing capitalist economy (Broumas 2017; De Angelis 2017; Dulong de
Rosnay and Musiani 2016). De Angelis (2017), for example, has developed the notions of “commons value circuits” and “boundary commoning”. These contributions
provide a useful analytical framework for understanding how the commons and
commons-based movements can be understood as alternative value systems and
the ways they can intersect with capital circuits.
In this paper, I build on this scholarship by showing how such a framework can be
applied specifically to the digital commons. By drawing examples from the free and
open source software movement, I illustrate the dynamics that exist between capital
and the commons value circuits, but I also argue that the power of these movements
is still somewhat ambiguous, particularly considering the difficulty of preventing the
digital commons from being used for unforeseen or unwanted purposes. To that end,
I argue that communities involved in the creation and sustenance of the digital commons still need a progressive political project that goes beyond protecting commonsbased resources from enclosure – what I call the “politics of subsistence” – into actively seeking to integrate resources from the state and capital into commons circuits.
To do this, I work from a critical political economic perspective that can most adequately account for the contradictions within the dialectic of capital and the commons.
I suggest that the specific forms of progressive politics may vary, but such movements need to find strategies for building commons-based capacity. Movements informed by liberal-democratic theory will try to find ways to work within capital or the
state to bring about a commons transition (P2P Foundation 2017), but this strategy
remains somewhat limited (Broumas 2017). But a commons-based praxis informed
by radical politics would seek to actively appropriate resources away from capital and
the state into circuits of commons value. I call this strategy “subversive commoning”.
To develop this argument in what follows, I begin with an explanation of the digital
commons by focusing on free and open source software, which has been understood
as a type of commons and commons-based peer production. Important for this discussion is the conceptual distinction between FLOSS products and processes. To
develop framework further, I draw from some of the foundational literature for understanding the commons, most notably the work of Elinor Ostrom. I proceed to more
recent scholarship that has attempted to reconcile commons-based movements and
their limits within the contradictions of capitalism. Next, I provide greater detail about
Massimo De Angelis’s circuit of commons value and boundary commoning as key
sites of struggle. Finally, by drawing examples from the free and open source software movement, I develop my argument for why we need to move beyond a politics
of subsistence for the digital commons toward a progressive and multifaceted strategy for actively building commons-based communities as well as appropriating resources from capital and the state into commons value circuits.
2. Free (Libre) and Open Source Software as Digital Commons
Each year, The Linux Foundation releases a report titled, “Linux Kernel Development: How Fast it is Going, Who is Doing It, What They are Doing, and Who is Sponsoring the Work”. The kernel is an essential part of an operating system that facilitates communication between computer hardware and software, and the Linux kernel
development project is considered “one of the largest cooperative software projects
ever attempted” (Corbet and Kroah-Hartman 2016, 1). Aside from a technical overview of how kernel development has changed over time, the authors also include
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information about the corporations that sponsor contributions to the kernel. For the
latest version of the kernel, 221 companies contributed to its development, while
1,582 individual developers contributed. Table 1 provides an illustration of the top 15
most active companies that have sponsored contributions to the Linux kernel project.
Other notable companies appearing outside the top 15 are Huawei Technologies,
Facebook, Cisco, and Qualcomm.
Company
Intel
Red Hat
None
Unknown
Linaro
Samsung
SUSE
IBM
Consultants
Renesas Electronics
Google
AMD
Texas Instruments
ARM
Oracle

Changes
14,384
8,987
8,571
7,582
4,515
4,338
3,619
2,995
2,938
2,239
2,203
2,100
1,917
1,617
1,528

Percent
12.9%
8.0%
7.7%
6.8%
4.0%
3.9%
3.2%
2.7%
2.6%
2.0%
2.0%
1.9%
1.7%
1.4%
1.4%

Table 1: Contributors to Linux Kernel Development (Linux Foundation 2016, 12)
The Linux operating system is a form of Free (Libre) and Open Source Software, or
FLOSS, which allows users to freely study, use, copy, modify, adapt, or distribute the
software. FLOSS in general, and the Linux project specifically, have been hailed as
the epitome of what is possible under commons-based peer production (Benkler
2006; Weber 2004; Moody 2001; Tapscott and Williams 2006). The commons and
commons-based peer production, however, are often positioned in contradiction to
capital and capitalist production (Marx 1976; Benkler 2006). This begs the question
as to how and why major corporations would contribute directly to a FLOSS project,
especially when that project seemingly does not directly contribute to corporate profits. The question becomes even more curious when one considers that many of the
companies contributing to the kernel not only compete with one another in the market
for information technology, but, like Microsoft and Google, are direct competitors with
Linux in the market for operating systems. To understand why corporations are involved in FLOSS projects, we must first draw a conceptual distinction between
FLOSS products as common-pool resources (Section 2.1) and the process of commons-based peer production that is used to create FLOSS products (Section 2.2).
2.1.

Commons Products: Common Pool Resources

In tracing the roots of scholarship on the commons, most scholars bookmark the
work of Elinor Ostrom (1990). The narrative often begins with Ostrom’s work, and
focuses on how her ideas developed and influenced subsequent generations of
scholars. While Ostrom is a towering figure in scholarship on the commons, this simple narrative tends to obfuscate the broader history and context within which
Ostrom’s work is situated. Locher (2016) clarifies this history by demonstrating how
Ostrom’s work can be contextualised within a broader history of scholarly debates
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within economic, political, and anthropological scholarship concerned with the best
way to achieve development. These debates were concerned with the role of the
state, the market, and local communities in the project of development during the
post-World War II period. This scholarship can be linked with the United States’ international development projects through its flagship institution, USAID, in the 1970s80s.
Two assumptions in the approach to development dominated this period. One was
the assumption of the “tragedy of the commons” or the fallacy of collective action,
based primarily on the work of Garrett Hardin (1968). Hardin argued that the commons were ultimately unsustainable because they were at risk of overexploitation as
members of the community acted in their self-interest to maximise personal gain.
Thus, there was a fallacy in the logic of collective action; it was simply impossible for
communities to govern collective resources without overexploiting them. The second
assumption was that the liberal technocratic state ought to be the central agent in
development through economic planning and coordinating large-scale development
projects. This assumption was driven by the success of the New Deal and the welfare state in the post-war period. As such, the model was viewed as the primary
means for developing countries in the Global South, where traditional practices would
give way to modernisation to boost economic productivity.
During the 1970s, these assumptions were challenged by development anthropology, which analysed “adaptive socio-ecological strategies” used by local communities
to ensure the survival of ecological resources (Locher 2016, 313). Often, these decision-making strategies were situated within complex systems of customs and social
rules that developed from local communities’ historical experiences with their broader
environment. Challenges to these assumptions continued in the 1980s as neoliberal
economics emerged as an alternative to welfare state capitalism. Informed by rational choice theory, which privileged calculating and efficient economic decision-making
by profit-maximising individuals, the goal was to unleash productive capacity in the
private sector through deregulation and privatisation. Neoliberal doctrine thus argued
for dismantling state regulation and withdrawing the state from social provision. As
such, neoliberalism represented not just an economic doctrine but also “an ethic in
itself, capable of acting as a guide for all human action, and substituting for all previously existing ethical beliefs” (Treanor 2005, n.p.).
Within this context, Ostrom’s scholarship, in collaboration with others, sought to illuminate the ways that local communities govern common-pool resources outside of
the binary of either state provision or market relations. The types of common-pool
resources governed in this way vary, but the initial focus was on natural resources
like fisheries, grazing pastures, groundwater basins, and irrigation systems. Later,
Hess and Ostrom (2007) would expand the study of the commons to non-tangible
resources like knowledge and information. What developed was a typology of common-pool resources that was organised along two axes: excludability and rivalry. Table 2 illustrates this typology. Excludability refers to the extent to which others can be
prevented from using the resource. A resource with high excludability would be characterised as private property, since the owner would have the ability to exclude others from using the resource. Low excludability would describe a form of common
property whereby many people can use the resource. Rivalry, on the other hand, refers to the extent to which one person’s use of the resource detracts from another’s
ability to use the same resource. A resource with high rivalry would be a finite resource, while a resource with low rivalry could be used by many people without de-
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tracting from others’ use of the resource. Intellectual property or a knowledge commons would be classified as a resource with low rivalry.
Excludability
High

Low

High

Individual Property
(finite resource)

Common Property
(infrastructure)

Low

Intellectual Property
(books, music, consulting)

Knowledge Commons
(language, knowledge, free
software)

Rivalry

Table 2: Typology of Property (adapted from Hess and Ostrom 2007; Frischmann
2012)
In this typology, FLOSS would be positioned as a knowledge commons because the
resources produced by a community of contributors have low rivalry and low excludability. FLOSS products have low excludability because the code that is used to produce FLOSS products is often protected under alternative copyright licenses that enable widespread use of the code. These licenses are often referred to as ‘copyleft’
licenses, which are more permissible licenses than traditional copyright in the sense
that they allow others to use, study, modify, adapt, or build upon the code if they provide attribution to the original author, and any product created using the code is also
made available under similar licenses.1 FLOSS also constitutes a resource with low
rivalry because one person’s use of a digital product does not detract from another
person’s ability to do the same.
The value of this scholarship, then, was to provide a framework for understanding
how communities can manage common resources outside of market relations or
state provision. Rather than offering a prescriptive argument for how all communities
ought to govern common resources, Ostrom’s framework accounts for the diverse
and varied ways that communities establish adaptable institutions of governance for
managing complex problems. As such, Ostrom’s project builds a ‘bottom-up’ approach for understanding community governance as well as the community’s relationship to common-pool resources. Beyond the management of common-pool resources, however, we can also examine the ways that common-pool resources are
produced and reproduced over time. To do so, we need to understand the processes
involved in common-pool resource production.
2.2.

Commons Processes: Commons-Based Peer Production

FLOSS in general, and the Linux project in particular, have been hailed as the epitome of what is possible under commons-based peer production (Benkler 2006; Weber
2004; Moody 2001; Tapscott and Williams 2006). Benkler argues commons-based
peer production constitutes a new form of organisation that is “radically decentralized, collaborative, and nonproprietary; based on sharing resources and outputs
among widely distributed, loosely connected individuals who cooperate with each
other without relying on either market signals or managerial commands” (2006, 60).
Benkler positions social production in general and peer production specifically in con1

There is a useful Wikipedia page with a table comparing some of the variations in software
licenses, which can be found here https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparisonof_free_and_open-source_software_licenses (last accessed June 17, 2017)
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tradiction to market-based production, arguing that these forms of production constitute a form of non-market production. While these spheres are not mutually exclusive, Benkler argues that diverse forms of non-market production, like FLOSS, have
the capability to influence market production.
Peer production can challenge market-based production in at least a couple of
ways. First, peer production can develop goods that will compete directly with those
produced by commercial firms. In this case, commercial firms have a few different
options: compete, do nothing, or adopt and adapt. If the firm competes, it will be required to create a better product than that offered by the nonmarket rival, although
this may come at considerable cost to the firm. The firm may also do nothing to respond to peer production. This represents a risky strategy for the firm because the
products created by peer production may gain additional market share, which provides a threat to the profitability of the commercial firm. Finally, and most importantly
for the present study, the third option is to adapt to the changing forces in the market
by adopting some of the strategies of the non-market forces. This type of strategic
reorientation to non-market forces can have the consequence of altering the structure
of an organisation. As Benkler notes,
As the companies that adopt this strategic reorientation
become more integrated into the peer-production process
itself, the boundary of the firm becomes more porous. Participation in the discussions and governance of open
source development projects creates new ambiguity as to
where, in relation to what is ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ of the
firm boundary, the social process is (2006, 125).
For those firms that adopt this latter strategy, they arguably give up a certain level of
control over the production process, which marks a dramatic change from previous
production models. The traditional view of a firm's control over its informational resources or, more specifically, knowledge, is that knowledge can be viewed as an asset to be managed as an investment (Machlup 1962). However, the peer production
process is arguably more innovative and efficient than centralised production processes (Von Hippel 2005). As a knowledge commons, FLOSS advocates encourage
users to tinker, adapt, improve upon, or otherwise create something new. Proprietary
and closed forms of production rely on strong intellectual property protection and the
ability to exploit those property rights across a variety of platforms.
2.3.

Commons Products and Processes Summary

The foregoing discussion clarified two conceptual distinctions in theorisations about
the commons. On the one hand, we can understand the commons by analysing specific resources or goods held in common or produced in common by a community.
On the other hand, the process used to create the commonwealth of FLOSS can be
understood as a form of commons-based peer production, as it relies on inputs from
a diffuse community of contributors. The argument presented predominantly by liberal-democratic theorists (Benkler 2006; Lessig 2005; Von Hippel 2005) has been to
stress how these unique features can be beneficial both for the expansion of individual rights and democracy as well as for market growth. These arguments are valuable insofar as they highlight the possibilities of commons-based resources and peer
production, but they are still limited by their failure to account for the structural limitations faced by those communities attempting to build alternative economic structures
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from within capitalism. That is, they fail to account for how the state and capital can
still exercise power within commons-based communities.
3. Toward a Critical Theory of the Digital Commons
The unique characteristics of the digital commons – low excludability and low rivalry
– enable digital resources to be shared by a large community with relative ease. At
the same time, however, it is somewhat difficult to restrict unwanted use or appropriation of the resource. As such, the products of the digital commons potentially remain open for use by the state and capital to varying degrees depending on the licenses assigned to the resource. Bauwens and Kostakis (2014) refer to this relational contradiction as the “communism of capital”, since large multinational corporations
can subsume commons-based production within capital accumulation circuits, which
limits the ability of commons-based movements to socially reproduce the commons
over time. Furthermore, FLOSS products can also be used by the state to develop
tools that assist in the expansion of surveillance capabilities, for example.
What is needed, then, is an account of the commons that incorporates a structural
critique of capitalism. The goal of a critical political economy of the digital commons
would be twofold. First, the project would illuminate the structural dynamics and power differentials that exist within commons-based communities, as well as the ways in
which commons-based movements intersect with capital circuits. Second, the project
would move beyond merely developing an analytical framework for understanding
these power dynamics by developing a progressive political framework that could
serve as a direction forward for a critical praxis of the digital commons. The analytical
project of a critical political economy of the digital commons has benefited from two
recent contributions: one from Antonios Broumas (2017), in which he develops a typology to differentiate between social democratic and critical theories of the commons; the second is Massimo De Angelis’s development (2017) of an analytical
framework for understanding commons value circuits.
3.1.

From Social Democratic Theories to Critical Theory

Antonios Broumas (2017) developed a typology of commons theory to differentiate
between social democratic and critical theories of the intellectual commons. His analysis may also be mapped onto the digital commons. According to Broumas, social
democratic theories of the commons “employ political economic methodologies to
analyse the dynamics that unfold between the commons, the market and the state
with the aim to propose reconfigurations of these relations which will best serve social welfare” (Ibid., 103). Such theorists argue that by making progressive changes to
existing structures, we can bring about a more just and egalitarian society. As it concerns the digital commons, the goal is to build repositories and platforms for commons-based knowledge and peer-to-peer production that can, in turn, bring about
greater degrees of personal freedom as well as democratic decision-making (Bauwens 2005; Benkler 2006).
In the typology, as seen in Table 3 below, Broumas examined some of the foundational characteristics of each approach, focusing on epistemology, agency, structure,
internal/external dynamics, normative criteria, and social change. Of particular interest in Table 3 is the relationship between the external dynamics, normative criteria,
and social change sections. As for external dynamics, I have already discussed the
ways that free software and the digital commons span both categories in certain
ways. Mainly, the production occurring within free software communities can be subsumed within capital accumulation circuits, whether this is done with the willing coopCC-BY-NC-ND: Creative Commons License, 2018.
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eration of the community or not. Two additional examples can illustrate these
tendencies. The first is an instance of corporate sponsorship of a free software project. Red Hat, Inc., for example, is the largest and only publicly traded company
whose business is founded purely on free software. The company sponsors the Fedora Project, which is a free software project. The company can incorporate contributions to the Fedora Project into its proprietary software, known as Red Hat Enterprise
Linux, to sell to its clients (see Birkinbine 2017).
Social Democratic Theories

Critical Theories

Epistemology

Political Economy

Critical Political Economy

Agency

Social Individual(s)

Social Intellect

Structure

Productive Community

Community of Struggle

Internal Dynamics

Bottom-Up / Top-Down Emergence

n/a

External Dynamics

Co-Existence of Commons with Capital

Commons / Capital Antagonism
and Sublation

Normative Criteria

Deontological [reformist]

Deontological [subversive]

Social Change

The Commons as Substitute for the
Welfare State

The Commons as Alternative to
Capitalism

Table 3: Social Democratic and Critical Theories of the Intellectual Commons (Broumas 2017, 121)
At the same time, Linux-based software like Red Hat also provides a second example of how free software production can be appropriated by the state. From the disclosures made by Edward Snowden about the United States’ surveillance apparatus,
we learned that Red Hat servers were used by the National Security Agency (NSA)
to deploy XKEYSCORE, which was also Linux-based (Lee, Greenwald and MarquisBoire 2015). XKEYSORE’s web interface effectively served as the NSA’s search engine to conduct surveillance on a target of choice (see Lee, Greenwald and MarquisBoire 2015). These two examples demonstrate the tension that exists in the external
dynamics of free software as digital commons and its ability to serve as a radical alternative to state and capital logics. The labour performed by free software contributors is still susceptible to exploitation by the state and capital even if it is undertaken
with the intention of working against those forces. The analytical goal of a critical political economy would be the development of frameworks that can account for the
ways that the commons can couple with capital accumulation circuits, and De Angelis
(2017) has recently developed such a framework.
3.2.

Circuits of Commons Value

By combining systems theory (Luhmann 1995), cybernetics (Maturana and Varela
1998) and Marxist-feminist political economy (Marx 1976; Dalla Costa and James
1975), De Angelis’s task is to demonstrate how the commons can be understood as
a system capable of bringing about a social revolution through ongoing iterations of
commoning activity that are reproduced over time. Rather than arguing that such a
revolution is imminent, however, he takes an epochal approach by focusing on how
an emergent alternative value system like the commons have the potential to bring
about a change in social relations. Just as capitalist social relations and subjectivities
CC-BY-NC-ND: Creative Commons License, 2018.
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emerged in the feudal era, De Angelis views the commons as a similarly emergent
value system responding to the excesses and exploitative tendencies of capitalism.
In the analytical portion of this work, De Angelis (2017) attempts to analyse the
commons in the same way that Marx analysed capitalism. This leads him to develop
a circuit of commons value, which accounts for the component parts of commons
value systems. The circuit can be seen in Figure 1 below. In the circuit, an association of people (A) claim collective ownership of their commonwealth (CW), whether
the sources of commonwealth are material, immaterial, commodity (C), or noncommodity (NC). This dual relationship between the association – as subjects – and
their commonwealth – as objects – constitutes the commons (Cs). Then, through the
activity of commoning (cm), the commons are reproduced over time. Importantly,
commoning should be understood as a process; not a state of being, but a state of
becoming. Linebaugh (2008) explains that “commoning is embedded in a labor process”; it is collective, and it is “independent of the temporality of the law and the
state” (Ibid., 45). As such, commoning includes the reproduction of both the objects
that comprise the commons and subjectivities in which mutual aid, care, trust, and
conviviality are reproduced over time. For De Angelis, this commons circuit can couple with capital circuits through the commodity form. His argument is not that these
two can and ought to peacefully coexist, but that they do exist.

Figure 1. The Commons Circuit (De Angelis 2017, 193)
For example, when commoners must interact with the money form of capital, they do
so only as a medium of exchange to gain access to the materials necessary to reproduce the commons and themselves over time. As this relates to the digital commons, a free software contributor or user still needs to have access to a computer to
code the digital commons or to have access to them. In addition, the programmer will
also need to have access to food, water, shelter, and all those things necessary to
reproduce her own capacity to code the digital commons over time. These goods
may be provided by the welfare state or one’s family but, in the absence of such provision, one would need to intersect with capital circuit to obtain them. However, in De
Angelis’s formulation, the extent to which commoners engage with capital circuits is
left up to the community and will vary depending on the specific needs of the community.
The coupling of commons circuits of value with capital accumulation circuits,
whether willingly or out of necessity, still does not overcome many of the contradictions of the commons. De Angelis’s formulation, then, seems to leave us with a picture of a “long social revolution”, which would proceed primarily through the autonomous development of an emergent alternative value system from within capitalism.
Such a value system would privilege commons value rather than capital accumulation. But there is another element in De Angelis’s work that he draws from systems
theory and cellular biology, which seems to contain the possibility of linking diverse
commons movements. That is the concept of “boundary commoning”, which is defined as
CC-BY-NC-ND: Creative Commons License, 2018.
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the commoning that exists at the boundaries of the commons systems and that creates social forms of any scale,
opens up the boundaries, establishes connections, and
sustains commons ecologies, or that could reshape existing institutions from the ground up through commonalisation and create new ones. (De Angelis 2017, 24)
Boundary commoning has the potential to provide an organisational model for how
diverse and distributed commons-based movements can work together toward a
common goal. Through the multiplication of commoning activity and the interweaving
of commons-based communities through boundary commoning, a commons movement could potentially lead to a tipping point at which social transformation is possible. In addition, De Angelis claims that commons movements could link with social
movements to form a hybrid movement with the combined power to bring about social revolution. As he explains, these “are not movements of fragmented subjectivities
sharing a particular passion, but movements of connected subjectivities whose connection is further increased by their social movement” (Ibid., 387). However, we are
still left with the question of how to facilitate this type of commoning, as well as the
persistent question of how to grow and sustain those movements that follow commons value circuits.
3.3.

Critical Theory and Digital Commons Summary

Recent scholarship has attempted to parse some of the ontological and epistemological differences between varieties of scholarship on the commons. Broumas (2017),
for example, differentiates between liberal-democratic and critical theories of the
commons. Liberal-democratic theories tend to position the commons alongside market growth and the expansion of individual liberties, whereas critical theories understand the commons in an antagonistic relationship to capitalist logics and position
commons movements as sites of social struggle. In addition, De Angelis (2017) developed the commons value circuit as an analytical device for understanding the alternative value system that undergirds commoning activity. While De Angelis takes
an epochal view of a long social revolution that is emerging from within capitalism,
commons-based movements are still confronted with the persistent problems of state
and capital interference in their activities. In the following section, I outline some proposals for a commons praxis that would actively expand commoning capacity as well
as the sources of their commonwealth.
4. Commons Praxis: Moving the Commons Forward
The task for a commons-based praxis is to overcome at least two hurdles. First is the
task of determining an organisational form that would incorporate the lessons of critical scholarship on the commons. Critical scholarship has exposed some of the limitations of liberal-democratic or reformist approaches that seek to transition to a commons-based society from within existing institutions. While undoubtedly necessary to
bring about change, we are still left with the limitation of radically transforming the
organisation of society and social relations from within existing institutions, which are
based on hierarchical organisational structures that tend to privilege political and
economic elites with the requisite capital necessary to exercise influence by shaping
policy agendas. These institutions cannot account for the multitude of distributed,
CC-BY-NC-ND: Creative Commons License, 2018.
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diverse, and unique needs of local communities, and yet their existence will continue
unless commons-based movements provide alternatives. This problem has become
even more acute now that local publics can network with other communities of interest across national and international geographic boundaries. Second, a commons
praxis needs to overcome the persistent problem of growing and sustaining commons-based movements over time. In this sense, a commons praxis needs to move
beyond a politics of subsistence and institute a more progressive politics that would
actively seek to grow the commonwealth available to commoners. I refer to this political project as “subversive commoning”.
In this final section, I outline how a commons praxis might overcome these two difficulties. First, I discuss the problem of organisational form by building upon lessons
from recent critical scholarship. Second, I discuss ‘subversive commoning’, which
would address the need for a progressive political project for moving the commons
forward. In each section, I will be narrowing the focus to the digital commons, although these proposals may have broader appeal to a variety of commons-based
movements.
4.1.

Political Organisation from Below: Decentralisation, Autonomy, and Boundary
Commoning

There is a contradiction that exists today for organising political resistance. On the
one hand, the spread of digital technologies has assisted diverse and fragmented
publics in linking with others to form networked communities of interest. Such communities, like those involved in free software projects, rely on inputs from a distributed community of contributors who can collaboratively produce goods, services, or
create new meanings for cultural texts. On the other hand, these communities continue to operate from within existing institutions, which operate according to liberaldemocratic logics. These networked publics have challenged previously held assumptions. As just two examples of this, consider the challenge to assumptions
about ownership (i.e., the rise of copyleft licenses to challenge traditional copyright
protection), and to production bounded to a specific nation-state and its regulatory
policies (i.e., globalised commodity supply chains and the question of whether a
product is ‘Made in the USA’ or any other single country).
This raises the question of what organisational form political resistance should
take from within this context. On the one hand, we want to preserve the relative autonomy of local communities to organise in ways that make the most sense for the
community. On the other hand, we are confronted with existing institutions that require the coordination of diverse movements to effect change within those institutions. As it concerns the digital commons, Dulong de Rosnay and Musiani (2016)
have developed a typology of centralised versus decentralised peer production that is
instructive here. The typology can be seen below in Table 4. The goal for the digital
commons would be to move increasingly toward the decentralised models presented
in the table. Doing so would allow local communities to respond to unique needs and
simultaneously preserve the highest degree of autonomy for the community.
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Company
Centralised

Major Platforms
Cooperative
non-profit

Decentralised

Informal unstructured
collaboration
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Technology

Governance

Rights

Value

Central server
controlled by
platform owner

Top-down
decisionmaking by
platform
owner

Exclusive
rights assigned to
platform
owner

Concentrated
in hands of
platform
owner

Terms of
contribution
leaving
some rights
to contributors

Redistributed
within community and/or
society at
large

Several usercontrolled computers/nodes
linked in a peerto-peer network

Participative
democracy
Autonomy of
peers

Table 4. Centralised Versus Decentralised Peer Production (Dulong de Rosnay and
Musiani 2016, 196)
However, these diverse and distributed communities would still need to be linked
through common interests to mount a significant challenge to existing institutions.
This is where De Angelis’s use of ‘boundary commoning’ becomes useful. As discussed earlier, boundary commoning allows specific communities to retain their autonomy, while also linking with other organisations through common interests. While
similar organisational structures have been used in the past – namely, the federated
approach taken by Indymedia (see Pickard 2006) – the commons offer a framework
that is widely applicable and capable of linking diverse movements under a common
framework. Importantly, however, such a movement ought to be based on an antagonistic understanding of the commons’ relation to capitalism. The specifics of this
political project are outlined in the following section.
4.2.

Subversive Commoning: Toward a Progressive Politics for Commons Praxis

As discussed earlier in this article, the unique characteristics of the digital commons
– low rivalry and low excludability – make it possible for the products of peer production to be appropriated by the state and capital. Similar arguments have been made
within critical scholarship on the commons, more generally. Specifically, scholars
have drawn on the concept of “enclosure” to refer to the ways that common resources are transferred to private owners (Marx 1976; Harvey 2009; Linebaugh
2014). The term “enclosure” is useful for conceptualising the capture of common resources for capital accumulation, but it does not describe the use of digital commons
fully, as such resources do not become entirely closed off from the community that
produced the resource. Rather, digital commons become dialectically situated between both capital and the commonwealth. As such, commons-based movements
will actively need to work to subvert capital logics by positioning their activities in an
antagonistic relationship to capital.
By seeking reformist agendas from within existing institutions, such movements
risk remaining small-scale, fragmented, and only capable of temporary subsistence
rather than formulating a coordinated alternative to prevailing logics. Therefore,
commons-based movements need to move beyond a politics of provision (based on
the granting of individual rights, open access, etc.). Such a politics would not only
provide rights of access to community members, but the sources of their commonwealth would also continue to be susceptible to capital and state appropriation. To be
sure, the inroads made by movements informed by liberal-democratic political econCC-BY-NC-ND: Creative Commons License, 2018.
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omy have led to the widespread adoption of particular commons-based resources
(see especially Linux and the technologies of free and open sources software). But
insofar as these resources are available to capital, they only exacerbate or accelerate the inequities involved in circuits of capital accumulation.
One of the most well-developed proposals for reforming existing institutions to
bring about a commons-based society comes from the P2P Foundation (2017) and
its Commons Transition Plan. The plan outlines policy prescriptions for moving away
from the state/market duopoly toward a “commons-centric society in which a postcapitalist market and state are at the service of citizens as commoners” (P2P Foundation, 2017, 13). As I have outlined throughout this paper, however, the dilemma of
how to ensure that the value created by commons-based movements remains within
the commons persists. Bauwens and Niaros (2017) explore this dilemma through an
analysis of value within the commons economy. The authors argue that economic
theory is experiencing a “value crisis” in light of the emergent practices of commonsbased communities. They argue that whereas value within capitalism is extractive, a
shift to a generative value model would enrich the communities and resources directly involved in production. The open cooperative and platform cooperative (Scholz
2014) are organisational forms that have been developed as a means for directly enriching those involved in production. However, the specific tactics used by open cooperatives to ensure that the value created by their contributors stays within the
commons varies. Bauwens and Niaros (2017) provide case studies that illustrate
these differences. Most important for the purpose of my argument, however, is the
question of how value can be actively re-appropriated from capital and placed into
the commons value circuit.
My argument is that we need a form of ‘subversive commoning’, which would actively seek to incorporate resources into commons value circuits. Just as capital operates according to a logic of capital accumulation by dispossession (Harvey 2009),
so too can commons-based movements reverse this logic to establish a site of social
struggle. This could be framed as commons pooling by capital dispossession, although there are a couple of caveats to such an expression. First, I use the term
‘pooling’ here to signal an opposition to the private accumulation of capital. However,
commons-based movements need to find ways of actively growing their commoning
capacity over time. Doing so could accelerate the pace of the social revolution described by Marx, as well as more recently by De Angelis. Second, ‘dispossession’ is
not necessarily an entirely accurate term when applied to the digital commons. Rather, digital resources could be appropriated by commons-based movements to
serve their own needs.
Bauwens and Niaros use the term “reverse co-optation” to describe the ways in
which commons-based movements can “use capital from the capitalist or state system, and subsume capital to the new logic” of the commons (2017, 3). The example
given by the authors is the open cooperative, Enspiral, which uses a policy of
‘capped returns’ to protect its operations from the perpetual returns that investors
often seek when investing in a company. In essence, shares in a new company are
offered to investors along with an option for the company to repurchase those shares
at an agreed upon price in the future. The idea is that the interests of the investor and
the cooperative become aligned; both have an interest in seeing the cooperative
succeed. The investor will be guaranteed some return on the initial investment, and
the cooperative will have full control of its finances. In the case of Enspiral, once the
capped return contract has been fulfilled, all resources are then given to the com-
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mons. In this sense, Enspiral provides an example of how an open cooperative can
actively grow common-pool resources.
While Enspiral provides one example of how the commons can grow, my idea for
‘subversive commoning’ would include many other examples. At a general level, we
can think of movements to reclaim farming, housing, forests, and other natural resources by either occupying abandoned space or actively resisting the enclosure of
ancestral lands. These activities are directly subversive to capital because they actively re-appropriate sites of capitalist production into cooperative or commons-based
movements. But we also have examples from within the digital commons. For example, organisations like RiseUp or Saravá provide “online communication tools for
people and groups working on liberatory social change” (RiseUp 2017). In addition,
FemHack provides a space for feminist and queer hackers to “hack patriarchy, capitalism, and other systems of oppression”, and the group actively works to encode
non-hierarchical values into their technologies and networked infrastructures (foufem
2016). These organisations, which have been effectively built from nothing, have the
subversion of the logic of capital at the core of their foundational principles. Apart
from within organisations that provide digital infrastructures, tools, and services to
assist in the project of bringing about social change, subversive commoning can also
be seen in attempts to release knowledge and information that has been closed off
from public access. Aaron Schwartz’s downloading and release of academic articles
held in the JSTOR database provides an example of commoning knowledge that was
enclosed by the capitalist logic of publishing companies. What all these examples
have in common is the subversive nature of their activities in attempting to undermine
prevailing capitalist logics that either enclose knowledge and information behind
paywalls or institute hierarchical systems of management, surveillance, and control
over information resources. Any attempt to subvert these logics could provide an example of subversive commoning. Subversive commoning responds by appropriating
these resources and re-encoding them within the logics of commons value circuits as
well as within subjectivities that emphasise care, trust, mutual aid, and conviviality,
while recognising the social value in social production.
5. Conclusion
Both the products and processes involved in FLOSS and the digital commons continue to confront the state and capital, both of which can have either a direct or indirect influence on their community resources and relations. Critical scholars, however,
have argued for ways of moving the commons forward, even though the systems and
subjectivities of commons-based movements clash or intersect with broader circuits
of capital accumulation. By exploring the radical potential of commons-based social
movements in this way, I intended to explore the emancipatory potential of the commons to bring about a postcapitalist future.
The argument developed in this article unfolds along two axes. First, I made an
analytical argument by building off recent critical scholarship. By drawing examples
from the free software movement, I argued that a critical political economy that is
grounded in a dialectical understanding of the contradictions inherent in the dichotomy of capital and the commons offers a clear framework for understanding the extent
to which the digital commons can truly become emancipated from broader structures
of capital accumulation. Second, I offered some provisional arguments about a commons praxis. This argument proceeded along two lines: first was the need to develop
an organisational form that preserves the autonomy of local communities while still
mounting a coordinated challenge to existing institutions; and second was the develCC-BY-NC-ND: Creative Commons License, 2018.
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opment of progressive political projects for transcending the contradictions that exist
between capital and the commons, while providing some possible directions forward.
I argued that boundary commoning provides a useful framework for understanding
organisational form, while subversive commoning provides a way for framing the antagonistic position of commons-based movements. By incorporating these two strategies, the project for bringing about a commons-based society can proceed, but it will
still proceed as a more general process of social struggle.
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Process model
With the exception of sponsorship, these processes are each designed
to manage a phase of the project life cycle.
While all projects and programmes broadly follow the same life cycle,
different contexts require adaptation and tailoring of the basic
processes.
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Application

This process manages the first phase of the project life
cycle. Its goals are to:

Identification process

Competence
Maturity

• develop an outline of the project and assess
whether is it likely to be justifiable;
• determine what effort and investment is needed to
define the work in detail;
• gain the sponsor’s authorisation for the definition
phase.

Assessment

Prepare
brief
Mandate

Appoint
identification
team

Review
previous
lessons

Request for
authorisation
Prepare
definition
plan

Overview
This process will be triggered by a mandate. The first goal is
addressed in the form of the brief and the second in the form of
the definition plan (a form of delivery plan). At the end of the
process these two documents will be presented to the sponsor
with a request to authorise the definition process.

Resources

Sponsorship
process

Authorisation

Definition process

The first activity is the appointment of an identification team. This
will comprise a manager and sponsor as a minimum, plus as many
specialists as are required to match the scope and complexity of
the work.

Key functions

The identification team should identify any lessons learned that
they can beneficially apply to the current project or programme.

Most functions will be used at a relatively high level in order to produce the brief and
definition plan. The main functions used will be:

The main part of this process is then the preparation of the brief
and plan for completing the definition phase. These two
documents will be submitted to the sponsor who will decide
whether investment in the definition phase is worthwhile.

• Schedule management
• Risk management

• Organisation management
• Stakeholder management

Checklist

• Scope management
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Identification process

This process is designed to achieve the goals of the sponsorship function, i.e. to:
• provide ownership of the business case;
• act as champion for the objectives of the project;
• make go/no go decisions at relevant points in the life cycle;
• address matters outside the scope of the manager’s
authority;
Sponsorship process
• oversee assurance;
• give ad-hoc support to the management team.

Overview
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Maturity
Assessment
Resources
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Review
request for
authorisation

Provide
management
support

Oversee
assurance

Confirm
closure

Review
achievement of
business case

Request for
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Escalation or
informal
request

Assurance

Request for
closure

Benefits
review

This process comprises five independent activities.
Requests for authorisation occur at the end of a phase or stage
where the sponsor has to decide whether the work continues to
be worthwhile.
Escalations arise when issues are outside of the manager’s scope
of authority and informal requests for help can arise at any time.
Assurance that the work is being managed efficiently and effectively is a constant
responsibility of the sponsor although the detail of conducting assurance reviews will be
delegated.
When a request for closure is submitted the sponsor must confirm that the management
infrastructure may be demobilised.
Where appropriate, after changes have been embedded and benefits achieved, the sponsor
must oversee a review of actual benefits as compared to the agreed business case.

Key functions
•
•
•
•

Sponsorship
Leadership
Delegation
Communication

•
•
•
•

Conflict management
Influencing
Assurance
Business case management
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This process manages the definition phase of the project life
cycle. Its goals are to:

No

Resources

Closure
process

Application
Competence
Maturity

• develop a detailed picture of the project;

Assessment

Yes

Definition process

• determine whether the work is justified;

• describe governance policies that describe how the
work will be managed;

Documents

Resources
Authorised
brief

Appoint
definition
team

Prepare
governance
documents

Checklist
Consolidate
definition
documentation

• gain the sponsor’s authorisation for the delivery phase.

Overview

Define
scope

Mobilise

Delivery
process

Plan delivery

This process starts when the brief and definition plan produced by
the identification process are approved.

The first activity is to assemble the team that will complete the
definition activities. This team starts by defining the scope of the
work, which will inform decisions about how it should be managed,
e.g. as a project or a programme; using predictive or agile
approaches.
This will lead to the preparation of the governance documents and
high-level delivery plans. There may also be some preparatory work
that should be started early, accepting the risk that this may be
wasted if the project or programme delivery is not approved.
The consolidated definition documentation is submitted for approval
to the sponsor and if authorisation is given, resources are mobilised
for the first stage of delivery.

Pre-authorisation work

Key functions
All relevant functions will be used at a high level in order to
produce the definition documentation. The main functions
used will be:
• Schedule management
• Risk management
• Organisation management

• Scope management
• Resource management
• Stakeholder management
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The goals of delivering a project are to:
• delegate responsibility for producing deliverables;
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Escalation

Competence
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Exception plan

Assessment

• monitor the performance of the work and track against the delivery plans;

Delivery process

• take action where necessary to keep work in line with plans;

Resources

• escalate issues and replan if necessary;

Checklist

• accept work as it is completed;

Corrective
action

• maintain communications with all stakeholders.

Update and
communicate

Closure
process

Authorisation

Overview
The delivery process is what controls the creation of the
products and deliverables that collectively comprise the
scope of work.
Once the first stage of delivery work has been authorised,
the project manager will identify the work packages to be
performed. This will be delegated to the relevant teams who
will report back on progress. The project manager will coordinate the teams and accept completed work once it has
met quality control standards.
Throughout the progress of the work, delivery documents
will be updated, e.g. schedules, budgets, risk registers etc.
Communications with stakeholders and between teams will
be performed in accordance with the communications plan.

Authorise
work

Co-ordinate
and monitor
progress

As the work progresses issues may occur that cannot be
easily resolved by the manager, who then escalates these to
the sponsor for resolution. In some cases, an issue may
require the production of an exception plan that
demonstrates how an issue will be resolved and how the
schedules and budgets will change. An exception plan should
be submitted to the sponsor for authorisation as part of the
sponsorship process.

Accept
completed
work

Key functions
•
•
•
•

Assurance
Communication
Delegation
Control

More detail
Development
process
Boundaries
process

Library
Shewhart cycle
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Goals
It is usually the case that simply producing an output does not automatically
realise benefits. In most cases an output is used to change some aspect of an
organisation’s mode of operation or environment. The goals of this process are to:

•
•
•
•

establish the current state of what is being changed;
co-ordinate the delivery of outputs with the management of change;
ensure changes are permanent;
establish whether benefits have been achieved.

Application
Competence

Benefits realisation process
Prepare for
transition

Manage
transition

Maturity
Conclude
transition

Final review

Overview
Benefits are usually achieved through organisational or societal change. This
process address the transition from an existing state to a future state that uses
outputs to deliver benefits.

Thirdly, the changes are supported longer term to ensure they become
‘business-as-usual’, i.e. they are no longer seen as new and become
embedded in the culture.

The activities follow a simple and well-established model for the management of
change.

Finally, at a suitable point, the effect of the changes is reviewed and the
resulting benefits are valued. This is compared to the original business
case to provide one measure of the success of the project.

Firstly, the preparation work must be done to ensure that people, processes and
infrastructure are in place to make use of the outputs of the delivery process. This
also involves addressing any resistance to change.
Secondly, the outputs are introduced, people are helped and encouraged to adopt
new behaviours, attitudes and working practices.

Key functions
• Benefits management
• Change management
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Goals
The goals of this process are to:
•
•
•

close a project that has delivered all its outputs;
close a project that is no longer justifiable;
review the management of the work and learn lessons.

Overview
This process is where the temporary organisation set up to execute a
project or programme is closed down and the outputs of the delivery
process are handed over to their long-term owners.

Application

Request for
closure

Competence
Maturity
Assessment
Checklist

Closure process
Prepare for
closure

Hand over

Demobilise

Review

Once the end is in sight, the project team will prepare for closure. This could
involve notifying stakeholders, selling off assets and demobilising staff. It
will also include the finalisation of any contracts let.
Individual deliverables may be handed over to their owners throughout the
delivery process. The final hand over confirms that the overall product is
complete and the new owner takes full responsibility for its operation.
The conduct of the project or programme will be reviewed and lessons
recorded to be used when setting up the next project or programme. Note:
this is not the same as the final review in the benefits realisation process
which reviews the success of the business case.

Before the final demobilisation of the project or programme organisation,
the sponsor is asked to confirm that this may be done. This activity should
also include the closure of budgets and a final calculation of the cost of the
work.

Key functions
• Resource management
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Scope documents describe the objectives in terms of outputs, outcomes
and benefits.

Documents
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More detail

Documents fall into three categories: governance, scope and delivery.
Governance documents set out policies, standards and guidelines for the
management of the work. Some of these may be specialist documents
provided by the host organisation, a client or a regulatory body. Praxis only
deals with the management plans that reflect how elements of P3
management will be managed.
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Delivery documents are the largest and most diverse group. They describe
what needs to be done, when it will be done and by whom. They also
support the management processes and procedures.
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Management plans (governance)
These documents set out the way a function will be managed. The two
main sections cover the policy and procedure of the function with the
detail being adapted to the context of the work. This is distinct from a
delivery plan, which explains the detail of how a specific piece of work will
be delivered.
Policy includes sections on roles and responsibilities, information
management, assurance, budget and interfaces to other functions.
Procedure begins with defining the steps to be used in performing the
function, followed by detailed recommendations on the tools and
techniques to be used in each step.
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Management plans are created according to the needs of the work. If
appropriate functions may be merged into one plan or a function may be
sub-divided.
There is a danger that the following list of management plans appears
highly bureaucratic and time consuming to prepare. The principle is simply
that there are many functions that need to be managed and it is important
to think about how that will be done. The range and detail of management
plans should be consistent with the complexity of the work.
Links in this table are to the Praxis Framework web site, where blank
and annotated templates are available.

Organisation management plan

Benefits management plan

Stakeholder management plan

Schedule management plan

Control management plan

Finance management plan

Information management plan

Risk management plan

Assurance management plan

Change management plan

Scope management plan

Resource management plan
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Scope documents describe the objectives of the work. In many cases it
is possible to define standard documentation that is independent of
the environment, e.g. a business case or benefit profile. In others, the
content is entirely dependent upon the technical nature of the work
and so Praxis simply describes what is to be achieved by the document
but cannot define any detail, e.g. a specification.
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The standard scope documents in Praxis are:

Links in the ‘Title’ column of these tables are to the Praxis Framework
web site.

Title

Content

Title

Content

Mandate

The mandate is the ‘document’ that triggers the
start of the identification process.

Benefits map

Vision statement

The vision statement is a means of communicating
the essence of the work to stakeholders.

A benefits map is needed where there are complex
relationships between multiple outputs, benefits
and the strategic objectives.

Benefit profile

Specifications define outputs and are created by the
solutions development procedure.

A benefit profile is used to define both benefits and
dis-benefits.

Business case

The extent and detail of product documentation is
very dependent upon the context of the work. Praxis
provides a list of fields from which suitable
documents should be constructed.

The business case is the central document to a
project life cycle. It describes the expected value of
benefits and confirms their desirability,
achievability and viability.

Brief

The brief is created by the identification process
and is one of the documents submitted to the
sponsor to seek approval to start the definition
process.

Specification
Product documents

Blueprint

A blueprint is a form of specification. It is applicable
to programmes of business change where the
ultimate objective is a changed organisation and
working methods.

Resources
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Home

Delivery documents
While the management plans set out the governance principles for how the
work will be managed and the scope documentation defines what should be
achieved, the delivery documents are at the heart of actually doing the
work.

Which delivery documents are to be used and what their format will be, is
defined in the management plans. They are primarily used in the delivery,
development and boundaries processes.

Navigation

Processes

Knowledge

Documents

Delivery documents are the most dynamic of the three documentation
groups and should be maintained in accordance with the principles of
information management and configuration management.

Links in the ‘Title’ column are to the Praxis Framework web site.

Title

Content

Title

Content

Definition plan

Alongside the brief, this is submitted to the sponsor
to seek approval for the definition process.

Lessons log

A lesson log captures relevant previous lessons
learned and records new lesson learned.

Communication
plan

A form of delivery plan focused on communication
with stakeholders.

Daily log

Stakeholder
register

The stakeholder register records information about
individuals and groups who have an interest in the
work being performed.

A daily log is a personal document that records
informal information not stored in any of the other
defined documentation.

Change log

Risk register

The risk register records information about
identified risk events.

The change log records requests for change and
their progress through the change control
procedure.

Progress report

Reports on progress at regular intervals.

Event report

Reports on progress at specific events.

Follow-on actions
report

This report lists the actions that remain
outstanding when the project team is demobilised.

Delivery plan

Issue register

Delivery plans come in various shapes and sizes, e.g.
a definition plan or a communication plan. It is
useful for all these to follow a consistent format.
This register records all problems that need to be
escalated from one level of management to another.

Resources
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Knowledge

Navigation

Processes

Knowledge

Documents

Resources

Overview
This section is so named because it aligns with guides that are frequently
referred to as ‘Bodies of Knowledge’. The aim is to define the building
blocks of the discipline of P3 management and is based on the concept of a
functional analysis. The functions described in this section are split
between context and management.

The knowledge section integrates with all the other sections of Praxis. Each
function describes the procedures, tools and techniques that can be used
in management processes. In return the method section provides a
structure for the use of the functions within the life cycle.

Contextual functions are not directly responsible for achieving project
objectives but are part of the context which supports that endeavour. Only
selected topics from this section are included in Praxis Local.
Management functions are the ones that are applied in the completion of
projects.
Selected contextual functions

Top level management functions

Benefits management

Life cycle

Organisation management

Schedule management

Sponsorship

Stakeholder management

Financial management

Support

Business case management

Risk management

Planning

Change management

Control

Resource management

Information management

Assurance

Scope management

Interpersonal skills
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Life cycle

Navigation

Processes

Knowledge

Documents

Resources

Application

Goals

The goals of life cycle management are to:

Resources

Output

A P3 life cycle illustrates the distinct phases
that take an initial idea, capture stakeholder
requirements, develop a set of objectives
and then deliver those objectives.

Gates

Idea

Identification

• identify the phases of a life cycle that
match the context of the work;
• structure governance activities in
accordance with the life cycle phases.

Definition

Delivery

Closure

Benefits
realisation

Long term
benefits

Overview
It all starts with someone having an idea that is worth investigation. This
triggers high level requirements management and assessment of the
viability of the idea to create a business case. At the end of the phase
there is a gate where a decision made whether or not to proceed to more
detailed (and therefore costly) definition of the work.
If the idea is good enough, the work will continue to a detailed definition
that produces a full justification for the work. Once again this ends in a
gate where a decision is made whether or not to proceed to the delivery
phase. Once the output has been produced it is usually subject to an
acceptance process before being formally delivered to its new owner. The
life cycle comes to an end with the closure of the project.
All outputs are intended to deliver benefits and this can be shown as a
final phase although it will often work partly in parallel with delivery.

The phased structure of life cycles facilitates the creation of governance
mechanisms, such as:
• Defined processes – the management of each phase can be described as a
process made up of a number of relevant activities.
• Stages and tranches – the delivery phase can be subdivided into packages of
work, typically called stages in a project and tranches in a programme.
• Gate reviews – these are conducted at the end of a phase, stage or tranche.
The sponsor will consider performance to date and plans for the next phase,
stage or tranche before deciding whether the business case remains viable,
practical and achievable.
• Post-reviews – learning from experience is a key factor in maturity. Postproject reviews document lessons learned for use in the future.
• Benefit reviews – these measure the achievement of benefits against the
business case.
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Sponsorship
Sponsorship provides ownership of, and accountability for, the business case
and ensures that the work is governed effectively.
The goals of sponsorship are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

provide ownership of the business case;
act as champion for the objectives of the project;
make go/no go decisions at relevant points in the life cycle;
address matters outside the scope of the manager’s authority;
oversee assurance;
give ad-hoc support to the management team.

There are various names given to the role that provides sponsorship, such
as: executive, senior responsible owner or client. In Praxis the role is
referred to as the sponsor.
A common failure in less mature organisations occurs when the role of
sponsor is not taken seriously. It must be an active role fulfilled by someone
who is committed to performing the activities set out in the sponsorship
process.
It will depend upon the context of the work whether sponsorship is
provided by an individual alone or with the support of others.
Where a sponsor is supported by other managers they are commonly
referred to as a project board. Within a board the sponsor retains
ownership of, and accountability for, the business case.

Navigation

Processes

Knowledge

Documents

Resources

While the sponsor’s primary role is to ensure that the business case
continues to justify the work throughout the life cycle, this would not be
possible without an effective working relationship with the project manager.
To the extent that, if the business case ceases to justify continuing
investment, the sponsor needs to work with the manager to redefine or
prematurely close the project.
The sponsor usually has responsibility to others within the host organisation
or perhaps an external client. This responsibility includes ensuring that the
work is being managed effectively. The sponsor does this through assurance,
which is an independent review of the management of the work.

Application
Competence
Maturity
Assessment
Resources
Checklist
Team Praxis

A sponsor must be someone who:
•
•
•

has the credibility to provide leadership that crosses corporate and
departmental boundaries;
is genuinely enthusiastic about the objectives of the project;
is able and willing to commit time and energy to the fulfilment of the
role.

See also
• Organisation management
• Business case management
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Support
Support is a set of specialist and administrative services carried out on behalf
of project managers. A support infrastructure can be constituted in many
different ways with many different roles within the realm of P3 management.
A definitive set of goals for support is impractical but they are generally
drawn from the broad list shown below:
•
•
•
•

provide administrative support to P3 managers;
support the governance of P3 management;
provide specialist technical support;
conduct assurance.

Routine administration is required on all projects. On small projects this may
be performed by the project manager, but on medium to large projects a
manager needs support in handling day-to-day administration.
An administrative support function can operate at different levels depending
upon how it is constituted. It may provide:
• administrative help in areas such as planning, risk management, etc.;
• the secretariat for meetings and logistical services;

• technical support including collecting, analysing and presenting progress
information;
• assurance of governance structures and standard P3 management
practices through audits, health checks and phase end reviews.

Home

Navigation

Processes

Knowledge

Documents

Resources

A more sophisticated support function may also cover:

Application

• provision of subject matter expertise to ensure that there is access to all
necessary tools and techniques;

Maturity

• training, coaching and mentoring for the project management team;

Resources

• maintaining the infrastructure, momentum and drive to support
communities of practice;

Checklist

Assessment

• improving, embedding and measuring capabilities to achieve higher levels
of maturity;
• owning and deploying standard tools and techniques.
The P3 support infrastructure may range from a single person to a large team
containing many different roles and specialists. The overall infrastructure may
be divided into multiple offices, some temporary and some permanent. For
example, a support office might provide administrative support to a specific
project.
This is then disbanded once the work is complete. In contrast, an
organisation wide support office has a permanent support role independent
of the creation and completion of any individual piece of work.

See also
• Organisation management
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Organisation management
Goals
Organisation management is concerned with creating and maintaining a
management structure applicable to the project and the context in which it
operates. Its goals are to:
• design an organisation appropriate to the scope of work to be managed;
• identify and appoint members of the management team;
• maintain and adapt the organisation throughout the life cycle.

Overview

Home

Navigation

Processes

Resources

Application
Competence
Maturity

Plan

Initiate

Maintain

Close

Assessment
Resources
Checklist

Generic structure

External

The initiate step involves making appointments and delivering any necessary
training.

Sponsorship

The demands on the organisation structure will usually change during the course of
the project life cycle. The organisation must be amended to take these changing
requirements into account.
The organisational structure of individual projects will vary according to the
context and specific needs of each situation. In broad terms, the organisation will
always have four main levels as shown opposite.

Documents

Procedure

Planning for organisation management includes the design of an organisation
structure that will match the context and scope of the work. This will include the
description of policies for appointing staff and cross-reference the relevant hostorganisation HR policies.

Finally the organisation is closed down and disbanded.

Knowledge

Management
Assurance

Support
Delivery
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Stakeholder management
Goals

Navigation

Processes

Knowledge

Documents

Resources

Application
Plan

Initiate

Competence

Stakeholder management ensures that stakeholders are appropriately
involved in all aspects of the project. Its goals are to:
•
•
•
•

ensure that the views and attitudes of all stakeholders are understood;
influence stakeholders to be supportive of the work wherever possible;
maximise the impact of supportive stakeholders;
minimise the impact of unsupportive stakeholders.

Maturity
Assessment
Resources
Checklist
Identify

Assess

Plan
communications

Engage

Overview

Library

Stakeholders are individuals or groups with an interest in the project
because they are involved in the work or affected by the outcomes.

Detailed stakeholder maps will assess each stakeholder in terms of their
interest in the work and influence over the way it is performed.

Most projects will have a variety of stakeholders with different and
sometimes competing interests. These individuals and groups can have
significant influence over the eventual success or failure of the work.

Once the stakeholders have been assessed, plans can be put in place to
communicate with them with a view to influencing their interest and
influence.

Working with stakeholders is a vital component of many functional
procedures. For example, requirements management is based on
stakeholders’ wants and needs, and risk context (and therefore risk
management) is based on understanding stakeholder appetite for, and
attitude to, risk.

Plans for communication with stakeholders who have high levels of interest
and influence will be different from those who have low levels interest and
influence.

Identifying stakeholders and understanding the relationships between their
different areas of interest is usually achieved through stakeholder mapping.

Team Praxis

Stakeholder
mapping

Communications planning identifies the ideal people to engage with each
stakeholder.
Stakeholder management becomes more complex when stakeholders’
views, roles or allegiances etc. change throughout the life cycle. For that
reason, the stakeholder management steps must be repeated throughout
the life cycle.
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Home

Navigation

Processes

Knowledge

Documents

Resources

Application

Goals
Business case management is the function concerned with developing,
communicating and maintaining the business case. Its goals are to:
• summarise context and delivery in a single document;
• explain the desirability, achievability and viability of the proposed work;
• develop the primary document that will be used to support a ‘go/no go’
decision at all gates in the life cycle;
• update and maintain the business case throughout the life cycle.

Competence
Unlike most other delivery functions there is no
procedure to describe the development of the
business case. Its development sequence is
adequately covered by activities in the Praxis
process model.

In the identification process an outline business case is incorporated into the
project brief that is used by senior management to assess whether to give the goahead for the definition process. A detailed business case is prepared during the
latter process and then used to decide whether full approval for the work should
be given.

Assessment
Resources
Checklist
Team Praxis

Overview
All projects must have a business case that demonstrates the value of their
objectives.

Maturity

Justification comprises three tests, i.e. is the work:
• Desirable: this is determined from requirements management which
demonstrates that the objectives of the work are required by the
stakeholders.

More detail
Investment appraisal
Requirements
management

• Achievable: benefits management defines achievable benefits, solutions
development specifies achievable outputs and planning establishes the
practicality of the work (within any time and resource constraints).

Solutions
development

Once approved, the business case must be kept up to date, reflecting approved
changes. In this way, it can be used as the primary document at gate reviews (e.g.
at the end of a tranche or stage) to determine if the work should continue.

• Viable: investment appraisal assesses the financial return on investment
and risk management assesses the exposure to risk in performing the
work.

Library

A business case typically includes three sections:

The business case is owned by the sponsor, who has ultimate
accountability for ensuring that the benefits are achieved.

• context – the background of the project and why it is needed;
• delivery summary – a top level view of the stakeholders, scope, schedule,
finance, risk, resource and change involved;

Payback method
Discounted cash
flow
Value management

• justification - an explanation of why the work should be undertaken.
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Planning

Navigation

Processes

Knowledge

Documents

Goals

Delivery plans address seven questions:

Planning occurs broadly at two levels: governance and delivery.

•

Why? Everyone involved in, or affected by the work should
understand why it is being done.

•

What? The work will be described as outputs, outcomes and/or
benefits in documents such as a specification, blueprint or benefit
profile.

The goals of management plans used in governance are to:
• describe the principles that should be used to manage the work;
• provide consistency with flexibility across multiple projects.

The goals of delivery planning are to:
• describe the objectives of the project;
• define the work required to achieve the objectives and describe how it
will be performed
• estimate the resources and finance needed to perform the work:
• document the plans and update them throughout the life cycle.

•

How? The best way to deliver the objectives is embodied in many
detailed delivery plans.

•

Who? This covers the management organisation and the delivery
resources as defined in organisation management and resource
management respectively.

•

When? Schedule management determines the timing of milestones,
stages, tranches, work packages and individual activities.

Overview

•

At the governance level a series of management plans sets out the
principles of how each aspect of the work will be managed. These plans
include documents such as the risk management plan, scope management
plan and financial management plan.

Where? While many projects are located in one physical location,
more complex projects are spread across many locations and often
time zones.

•

How much? Naturally, the cost of the work is an essential component
of the business case. Financial management determines how much
the work will cost and how it will be funded.

These governance-level plans set out policies and procedures for each
aspect of management. They list preferred techniques, including templates
for documentation and defined responsibilities.
These plans ensure the quality of the P3 management processes and
deliverables. Therefore, developing the governance-level plans could also
be termed ‘quality planning’.

Resources

Application
Competence
(governance)
Competence
(delivery)
Resources
Team Praxis

Library
Estimating
techniques

Value management

Key processes
• Management plans are produced in the definition process.
• Delivery plans are first produced in the definition process and
then maintained throughout the life cycle.
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Navigation

Processes

Knowledge

Documents

Resources

Application

Goals
Control involves monitoring performance against approved baselines,
updating delivery documents and taking corrective action as necessary.
Control is required throughout the life cycle but the goals are primarily
aimed at controlling the delivery process.
The goals of control are to:
• review performance against baselines;
• evaluate the effect of actual performance on future plans;
• take action as required to achieve planning targets or agree revised
targets.

Competence
If performance is outside, or predicted to be outside, the agreed tolerances,
this is classed as an issue that must be escalated to the sponsor. The sponsor
and manager will then agree on the appropriate corrective action.

Maturity
Assessment

Go/no go control is used at key decision points (gates) built into the life
cycle. These are typically found at the end of a phase, stage or tranche of
work and involve a major review of what has been delivered.

Resources

At these decision points, the sponsor considers the available information and
decides whether to proceed with the remaining work. In extreme cases a
project may be terminated because it is no longer justifiable.

Team Praxis

Post-control is entirely retrospective. It is concerned with learning from
experience through, for example, post-project reviews.

Checklist

Library
Cybernetic control

Overview
Control techniques fall into one of three broad categories: cybernetic,
go/no go and post.
The key element of cybernetic control is feedback. A system is monitored,
feedback is provided and compared to a norm. Action is taken to align the
system to the norm.
In P3 management, the baseline plans are the norm; monitoring provides
the feedback on performance and the P3 manager takes action to adhere to
the baseline plans. Tolerances are acceptable deviations from the baselines.

Key processes
• The delivery process is managed using cybernetic control
• Requests for approval in the sponsorship process are an
example of go/no-go control
• The reviews performed in the closure process are an example of
post-control.
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Information management

Navigation
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Knowledge

Documents

Resources

Application

Goals
Information management is the collection, storage,
dissemination, archiving and eventual destruction of
information. Its goals are to:
•
•
•

capture data accurately and consistently;
develop usable information from raw data;
maintain information securely and accessibly during its
useful life;

•

support effective decision making and communication.

Plan

Competence

Initiate

Maturity
Assessment
Resources
Collect data
and create
information

Overview

Document
and store
information

Access and
disseminate

Archive

Destroy

More detail

Large amounts of data will be collected during the course of a project. The
management teams need to take the raw data and generate information
through analysis and interpretation.

Key documents will be subject to configuration management and the
information management plan will define how information is classified and
stored. Storage must be designed with accessibility, security and
confidentiality in mind.

In the early phases of the life cycle data collection will focus requirements
management and solutions development. It will then move on to the
creation of management and delivery plans showing how the solution will
be delivered. As the work progresses, performance data will be collected
to support control.

The expected distribution of documents will be set out in many relevant
management plans with the stakeholder management plan being of
particular significance. The timing of distribution may be set out in a
communications plan and the information management system must be
able to support this.

P3 management methods such as those described by Praxis define a suite
of standard documents and many organisations develop electronic
templates to ensure consistency.

Checklist

Configuration
management

Most of the information on a project is transient, i.e. it is superseded with
time. This does not mean it should be destroyed. Certainly for the duration
of life cycle, superseded information should be archived in case it is
needed in the future. This is particularly relevant in the case of contract
documentation that may be called on in the event of a dispute.
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Scope management
Goals

Navigation

Processes

•

identify stakeholder wants and needs;
specify outputs, outcomes and benefits that meet agreed
requirements;
maintain scope throughout the life cycle.

1. Requirements management captures and analyses stakeholder
views of the work’s objectives. Requirements are ‘solution-free’,
i.e. they describe the stakeholders’ wants and needs but do not
determine the outputs required to meet them.

Resources

Application
Competence

Develop products

Maturity
Solutions
development

Assessment
Specification
Work
definition

Requirements
management

Change
control

Resources
Checklist
Team Praxis

Overview
Scope management is made up of five main areas that work in
unison to identify, define and control the scope:

Documents

Scope management

Scope management identifies, defines and controls objectives, in the
form of outputs, outcomes and benefits. Its goals are to:
•
•

Knowledge

Benefit
profiles

Configuration
management

Benefits
management
Realise benefits

More detail
Requirements
management
Solutions
development

2. Solutions development takes the requirements and investigates
how they may be met while providing the best return on
investment.

4. Change control is a procedure that captures and assesses potential
changes to scope. It ensures that only desirable, achievable and viable
changes are made.

3. Benefits management takes requirements that have been
expressed in terms of benefits and manages them through to
their eventual delivery. Benefits management is usually
dependent upon change management to convert outputs into
outcomes and derive benefits from outcomes.

5. Configuration management monitors and documents the development of
products. It records approved changes and archival of superseded
versions. The information in a configuration management system will help
the assessment change requests

Benefits
management
Change control
Configuration
management
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Benefits management

Navigation

Processes

Knowledge

Documents

Resources

Goals

Application
New opportunities

Benefits management defines benefits, implements the
necessary change and ensures the benefits are realised. Its goals
are to:

Maturity

Baseline benefit
requirements

Quantify

• define benefits and dis-benefits of the proposed
work;

• establish measurement mechanisms;
• implement any change needed in order to realise
benefits;
• measure improvement and compare to the
business case.

Competence
Value

Plan
realisation

Realise

Assessment
Resources
Checklist

May be performed as part
of scope management
Plan

Initiate

Team Praxis

More detail
Investment appraisal

Overview
The realisation of benefits is the driving force behind any project,
programme or portfolio. The definition of a benefit is broad – it is simply a
positive impact of change. Since any change has the potential to have a
negative impact, benefits management also covers the management of
dis-benefits. These are negative effects of change that the host
organisation is prepared to accept as part of the cost of achieving the
positive benefits.

Despite this benefits must be quantified wherever possible since the value
of benefits is a vital input to investment appraisal in the business case. The
business case is owned by the sponsor who is, therefore, ultimately
accountable for the realisation of the benefits in the business case.

Quantifying and valuing benefits can be difficult. Some benefits are
tangible and some are not. Examples of tangible benefits are ‘reduced
costs’ or ‘jobs created’. Intangible benefits are things like ‘improved
corporate reputation’ or ‘decreased risk’.

The actual realisation of benefits will usually be dependent upon effective
change management. Benefits management and change management are
brought together in the benefits realisation process.

When planning the realisation of benefits, it may be possible to identify
new, previously unseen benefits. These should be added to the baseline to
improve the business case.
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Schedule management

Navigation

Processes

Knowledge

Documents

Goals
• determine timescales for the work;
• calculate profiles of resource demand;
• present schedule reports in a format suitable for
different stakeholders.

Overview
A schedule is a timetable showing the work involved in a project. It
is a dynamic document that is created and maintained throughout
the life cycle. Schedules can be created for different aspects of the
work and these are an important means of communication with all
team members and stakeholders.
To be realistic, schedules must reflect the impact of resource
availability, risk and estimating accuracy on the performance of the
work.
The more detailed models described in time scheduling and
resource scheduling can be used to test different scenarios. During
the definition process these may relate to alternative solutions,
with the aim of understanding the schedule consequences of
achieving the objectives in different ways.

Resources

Application
Competence

Time
scheduling
Plan

Initiate

Identify
work

Maturity
Report

Resource
scheduling

Assessment
Resources
Checklist
Team Praxis

More detail
During the delivery process different scenarios might test alternative ways of
creating an output or responding to a risk event occurring. Testing theoretical
scenarios in this way is commonly called ‘what-if?’ scheduling.
The factors affecting the way in which schedules are presented typically
include:
• the level of scheduling detail required;
• whether schedule information needs to be combined with resource and/or
scope information;
• the context of the work;
• the audience for the information.

Time scheduling
Resource scheduling

Library
Breakdown
structures
Critical path analysis

Gantt charts
Resource limited
scheduling
Critical chain
Line of balance
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Financial management

Navigation

Processes

Goals

Documents

Resources

Application

Investment
appraisal

Financial management covers all aspects of obtaining, deploying and
controlling financial resources.
The goals of financial management are to:
• estimate the cost of achieving the objectives;
• assess the viability of achieving the objectives;
• secure funds and manage their release throughout the life cycle;
• set up and run financial systems;
• monitor and control expenditure.

Knowledge

Competence
Maturity

Plan

Initiate

Estimate
costs

Secure
funding

Cost
control

The estimated costs are balanced against the value of benefits (as calculated
in the benefits management procedure) in an investment appraisal and
documented in the business case. Work is approved if it can be shown not
only that the benefits outweigh the costs but also that the organisation
cannot get a better return by investing the same funds elsewhere.

Resources
Checklist

Develop
budget

Team Praxis

More detail

Overview
Financial management is made up of three main areas:
• Investment appraisal is the procedure by which the viability of the work is
assessed. This is one of the primary inputs to the business case.
• Funding is concerned with securing the investment required to complete
the work and ensuring it supports cash flow.
• Budgeting and cost control estimates costs, predicts cash flow and then
applies controls to monitor cash flow.

Assessment

Investment appraisal
Estimated costs will be collated onto budgets for different aspects of the
work. These are combined with the delivery schedule to create cash flow
information. Additional budgets may be created to deal with contingency and
a reserve to be held by the sponsor.
The exercise of securing funds continues in parallel with these steps and with
the different phases of the life cycle. For example, when a mandate triggers
the identification phase of a project it should come with sufficient funding to
complete the identification process.

Funding
Budgeting and
cost control

Library
S-curve

As the work proceeds and the amount of money involved increases, financial
control systems need to be implemented that are consistent with the volume
and nature of financial transactions. These systems will work in conjunction
with schedule management systems to predict cash flow and then track
actual expenditure against budget.
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Risk management

Navigation
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Knowledge

Documents

Resources

Application

Goals
Risk management allows individual risk events and overall
risk to be understood and managed proactively, optimising
success by minimising threats and maximising opportunities.
Its goals are to:

Competence
Maturity
Plan

Initiate

Assessment

• ensure that levels of overall risk within a project,
programme or portfolio are compatible with organisational
objectives;

Resources
Checklist
Team Praxis

• ensure that individual risks and responses are identified;

• minimise the impact of threats to objectives;

Identify

Assess

Plan
responses

Implement
responses

• optimise opportunities within the scope of work

More detail
Risk context
Risk techniques

Overview
Risk is inherent in all projects, programmes and portfolios because each one is
a unique combination of objectives, solutions, people and context. Each
project, programme and portfolio will have an inherent level of overall risk. This
overall risk has two components: risk events and uncertainty.

Risk events are viewed as being either positive or negative. A negative risk
(threat) is the one most people are more familiar with. It is something that will
have an adverse effect on the objectives if it occurs. A positive risk
(opportunity) is something that can enhance the value of the work if it occurs.

A risk event is an identifiable event that, if it occurs, will have an impact on the
objectives. The key phrase here is “if it occurs”. Risk management is all about
dealing with things that may, or may not, happen.

Once risk events have been identified, they are assessed for their probability
and impact. Responses will be identified and recorded in a risk register.

Uncertainty relates to a form of risk that cannot be identified as a specific risk
event. For example, in the use of innovative technology there may be
uncertainty about performance or reliability of some components. At a more
mundane level every set of plans has a degree of uncertainty because they are
based on estimates of varying accuracy.

The procedure keeps all risks under review and regularly repeats to identify
new risk events and planned responses.

The planned responses will be implemented throughout the delivery process.

Library
Probability-impact
assessment
Risk responses
Monte Carlo analysis
Decision trees
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Change management
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Goals
The achievement of benefits in a business case often
requires changes to the working practices of the host
organisation. These changed practices are known as
outcomes and moving from the current practice to the
desired outcome is achieved through change management.
Outcomes usually include a section of the organisation
adopting and utilising the outputs of one or more projects.

Competence
Maturity
May be combined with the
corresponding steps in the benefits
management procedure

Assessment
Resources
Checklist

Plan

Initiate

Team Praxis

The goals of change management are to:
• define the organisational change required to convert
outputs into benefits;
• ensure the organisation is prepared to implement
change;

Library
Assess

Prepare

Implement

Sustain

Morgan
Kotter

• implement the change and embed it into organisational
practice.

Carnall
Lewin

Overview
Organisations and individuals respond to change in many different ways.
Resistance to change is a natural phenomenon and managing change in a
controlled manner is essential if the benefits in a business case are to be
realised.
The change necessary to achieve the benefits set out in the business case will
be assessed. This will often involve many different people with different
perspectives and consequences. Thorough preparation is essential to minimise
opposition and develop support for the change.

Plans will be constantly reviewed while the change is implemented and
ultimately, actions must ensured that the change is embedded and sustained
so that it becomes a natural part of business-as-usual.
There are many different change management models, such as those devised
by Kotter, Carnall and Lewin. Most of these can be identified as being
appropriate to one or more metaphors (as shown by Morgan).
Change management and benefits management are brought together in the
benefits realisation process.
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Resource management covers all aspects of the deployment of
resources that deliver the project, programme or portfolio. Its
goals are to:

Application
Competence
Plan

Maturity

Initiate

• determine the best way to resource the work;

Assessment

• acquire and mobilise the necessary resources;

Resources

• control resources throughout the life cycle;

Checklist

• demobilise resources at the end of the life cycle;

Procure

Mobilise

Control

Close

Team Praxis

• finalise all contractual arrangements.

More detail
Procurement

Overview
The resources needed on a project, programme or portfolio include people,
machinery, materials, technology, property and anything else required to deliver
the work. Resources may be obtained internally from the host organisation or
procured from external sources.
The three main components of resource management are:
• Procurement is primarily concerned with identifying and selecting external
suppliers but many of the principles can be applied to securing internal
suppliers. The degree of formality required will depend upon the complexity
of the supply chain and associated risk.

• Mobilisation is about getting the right resources in the right place at the
right time. It also covers the reverse exercise of demobilisation when the
resources are no longer required.

Contract
management
Mobilisation

Once resources have been procured and mobilised, their contribution to the
creation of outputs and benefits will be monitored and co-ordinated
throughout the delivery process.
As the work comes to an end, contracts will need to be closed and resources
de-mobilised.

• Contract management deals with the continuing relationship between the
management team and suppliers. This may revolve around the terms of a legal
contract, an internal service level agreement or maybe simple documented
agreements for supply.
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Goals
Assurance is the set of systematic activities intended to ensure that the
objectives and management processes of a project are fit for purpose.
The goals of assurance are to:
•
•
•

review management planning;
monitor effectiveness of functions and processes;
give stakeholders confidence that the work is being managed
effectively and efficiently.

Overview
The targets of assurance can be split into two simple categories: the
objectives of the work (outputs, outcomes or benefits) and the processes
(project) designed to achieve them.
Objectives will usually be the subject of quality control techniques, which
will be defined in the appropriate management plans. The role of assurance
is to audit the management plans to ensure appropriate standards have
been set and check that the results of quality control have been acted upon.
Processes and procedures should also be set out in the management plans.
The assurance function should check that the appropriate management
plans are in place, the processes and procedures are fit for purpose and
competent resources are applying them.

Assurance is the responsibility of the P3 sponsor. Anyone performing
assurance must be independent of the management and delivery teams,
and report directly to the sponsor.
Assurance resources will often come from a dedicated support organisation
or project management office (PMO). It is the sponsor’s responsibility to
use the results of assurance to address any issues and instil confidence in
the management team.

Competence
Maturity
Assessment
Resources
Checklist
Team Praxis

The sponsor has responsibility for not only ensuring assurance happens but
also that it visibly makes a positive contribution. For example:
•

Assurance should be risk-based. This means that it concentrates on
the riskier areas of what is being assured.

•

Assurance should assist as well as check. The assurance role should
be one of assisting and advising as well as reviewing.

•

Assurance should be seen as a sign of the organisation’s commitment
to develop the discipline and profession of P3 management.

See also
• Sponsorship
• Organisation management
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Interpersonal skills
When the complexities of human behaviour are
sub-divided into distinct functions it can inevitably
become somewhat artificial and theoretical. But
P3 sponsors, managers and team members need
to understand the mechanisms by which people
relate to, and interact with, other people. Simple
models such as the ones referenced in this section
are a useful starting point for each individual as
they build their own interpersonal skill-set.

The manager must also lead the stakeholder
community, who do not collectively form a team
and to whom delegation is rarely appropriate.
When dealing with stakeholders, influencing and
negotiation are more relevant. If the stakeholders
are particularly senior or vital to the achievement
of objectives, the P3 manager will inevitably call
upon the support of the sponsor.

The wheel shows the seven interpersonal skills
covered by Praxis. They can be loosely arranged
into those that are primarily team oriented and
those that are primarily stakeholder oriented.

Whether delegating work to a team or influencing
stakeholders, conflict will inevitably arise in some
form. The manager will need to have conflict
management skills no matter how well honed
their other interpersonal skills may be.

The wheel takes the P3 manager as its starting
point, hence leadership appears at the top.

Naturally, at the heart of all human interactions is
communication.

A manager needs to lead and motivate their
management team and delivery teams. This will
be through visionary leadership (ensuring people
are committed to the objectives of the work) and
managerial leadership (delegating work and
developing teamwork).

If a manager can apply these skills with
professionalism and within an ethical framework,
they will engender trust and respect.

Navigation

Processes

Knowledge

Documents

Resources

The fundamental principles of interpersonal skills
do not vary across the range of projects.
However, the context and organisational
structures do change and this leads to different
challenges and different emphases in their
application.

More detail
Leadership
Influencing
Delegation
Communication
Negotiation
Teamwork
Conflict
management

Leadership

Professionalism
Influencing

Delegation

Team Praxis

Communication
Negotiation

Teamwork

Conflict
management
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Navigating Praxis Local
Clicking on the Praxis logo in the top right corner
takes you to the corresponding page on the Praxis
web site.
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Jump to the
Praxis Local
home page

These links are to
related sections of the
Praxis web site that help
the practical application
of knowledge and
processes.

If you are new to a topic we always recommend
you check the web page – after that Praxis Local
acts as a useful reminder of the key points.
This page

More detail
Unless otherwise stated (e.g.in
documents), any hyperlink within
the white area of a page is internal
to Praxis Local.

Jump to
section home
pages

Click here to go to
the corresponding
page on the Praxis
web site

Links here go to topics
that are more detailed
components of the
current topic.

Library

*

Links to relevant encyclopaedia entries are selected
techniques. They are not a complete list of all
relevant entries in the encyclopaedia.

The Praxis Framework and Praxis Local are covered by
a Creative Commons BY-SA licence. This means that
you are free to distribute this information provided
you acknowledge the source.

Links here go to library
entries that are
relevant* to the current
topic.

Move to next or previous pages – or
return to the level above.
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Books

Glossary

Book

The Praxis Local home
page where alternative
versions and updates
are posted.

Free books dealing
with various aspects
of project
management

A comparative glossary
with terms from all the
major guides explained
and compared

Buy the Praxis book
from the Association for
Project Management.
Available in hard copy or
Kindle format.

Encyclopaedia

Templates

Certification

Team Praxis
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The full Praxis
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Articles
and blogs

Blank and annotated
templates for all the
main documents used
in Praxis

360O
assessment

Knowledge

Documents
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Articles and blogs
arranged by author.

Explanations of how
checklists and 360O
assessments can help
implement good practice and
develop capability maturity.

Information about
Praxis training and
certification provided
by APMG International.

Complementary
guidance

A series of guides to using
Praxis with national and
international standards.

Understand how people
with different
communication styles
perceive functions and
processes in different
ways.

Case studies
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used the Praxis Framework.
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Trans Self-Imaging Praxis, Decolonizing Photography,
and the Work of Alok Vaid-Menon
Ace Lehner

Trans Photography as Praxis, Decolonizing Photo Discourse
As an identity and an analytic, trans offers a compelling challenge to photographic
discourse. Trans, as a rejection of the assigned sex at birth, is a rejection of what
was assigned to us based on our physical attributes, an assumption made about us
based on our surface aesthetics. Trans rejects the physical surface in favor of living
our lives based on an internal feeling: something that is not visible but manifested
visually in a way that plays with the aesthetics and expectations of gender. As trans
scholar and artist micha cárdenas has observed, trans is often about a rejection of
the visible.1 To picture trans subjects, then, is to make a surface rendering of something (the person’s outward appearance) that is already de-essentialized from any
necessary essence or “truth.” Trans as an analytic offers a method to view the
photographic image not only as distinct and distant from the referent but in tension with it. Trans as a method prompts a rethinking of surfaces in relation to
essence, identity, authenticity, and fixity, unfixing the surface from the subject.
There are no as of yet trans methods of thinking photography, but there
are pictures and methods about photography in postcolonial locations, locations
that are similarly invested in reworking portrait photographs and decolonizing
photography and discourses of photography. One thing that may not be readily
recognizable but is critical to understanding photographic practices and discourse
is that trans photography, while not necessarily practiced in locations that at first
glance appear to be in postcolonial locations geographically, may often be in
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postcolonial locations ideologically. As the binary gender system was set up along
with the colonial project and is bound up with practices of executing oppression
of one group by another via binary oppositions, the trans-self-representations that
I study in this project are ideologically working in postcolonial locations. The selfimages discussed herein are invested in a praxis of critically inserting themselves
into visual discourse. They are also forwarding embodiments in between gender
and reworking ontological understandings of photography. All of which works to
break open ideologies inherited from the colonial project, including de-essentializing identity, undoing binary gender as the norm, mobilizing photography as not
indexical, and undoing binary oppositions as necessary and natural ways to conceive of things.
In this essay and interview I think through some of the key issues surrounding a discussion I had with prolific selfie maker, performance artist, and nonbinary trans femme of color Alok Vaid-Menon. Vaid-Menon creates some of the
most compelling interventions in visual studies today. In the interview we discussed their self-imaging practice, their work overall, and the significance of selfrepresentation. I posit some methodological framings as well as offer some insight
into the specifics of their multipronged practice.

Self-Portraiture
Self-portraiture has a long-standing art-historical tradition. Although not always
explicitly stated, in the Western European and North American art-historical context, self-portraiture has been associated with the work of canonized artists made
within specific media-based, aesthetic and conceptual frameworks, and visual traditions. In Western art this translates into the canonization of self-portraits by recognized artists produced using traditional and established materials. Historically in
Western art, the aesthetic aims of the self-portrait were to render oneself as true
to life as possible; the materials used and the resulting composition were also expected to reflect tradition. For example, paintings made using oil on canvas and
sculptures made of bronze or marble have been widely revered in the canon of
Western art for centuries. Painted self-portraits depicted the artist from the waist
or chest up, either in frontal or three-quarter view, and sculptural self-portraits
were expected to be in bust form or a lifelike rendering of the subject. The sixteenth-century artist Albrecht Dürer is widely recognized as a foundational figure
in the genre of self-portraiture, as he was a prolific self-portraitist. In what may be
his most recognized painting, titled simply Self-Portrait from 1500, Dürer painted
an image exemplifying the aesthetic conventions and expectations of self-
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portraiture that are still present today. The oil on canvas image depicts the artist
from the elbows up in a frontal pose, cropped on the sides at the shoulder with a
small space above his head; he is positioned in front of a dark background, and a
soft sidelight illuminates his likeness. His eyes peer out of his emotionless face
directly at the viewer. The shallow pictorial plane, the scant amount of negative
space around the subject, the frontal orientation and the lifelike rendering are tenets of self-portraiture that have persisted for centuries.2 Upheld as necessary and
significant due to art-historical tradition, the aesthetics and materials of canonical
self-portraiture also ensure that only certain factions of society have access to being validated as self-portraitists.
While not definitively stated, the question of whose self-portraits have
been considered legitimate along with the expected aesthetics and artistic intent of
the self-portrait have remained constant points of contention throughout Western
art history. Although not always explicitly articulated, in the Western European
and North American art-historical context, self-portraiture has been associated
with the work of canonized artists made within specific media-based, aesthetic and
conceptual frameworks, and visual traditions. In Western art this translates into
the sanctification of self-portraits by recognized artists produced using traditional
and established materials.3 It is both widely known and critiqued that Western art
history has traditionally privileged the male Caucasian subject. Visual studies
scholar Mieke Bal observes that it is via the canon of portraiture in the Western
European and North American contexts that ideological value systems are continually reified. Bal eloquently argues that “the dominant classes set themselves and
their heroes up as examples to recognize and to follow, and it is barely an exaggeration to say this interest is visible in the cult of portraiture.”4
Ideologically, the portrait in the Western European and North American
context is bound up with a cultural belief that through a masterful representation,
one can transmit the essence of the person depicted. In Self/Image: Technology, Representation, and the Contemporary Subject, Amelia Jones writes: “European-based cultures conceive of representation as both collapsing and maintaining the gap between subject and object.”5 Jones observes that our cultural tendency—especially
when it comes to portraiture—is to conflate the representation, the image, the
portrait with the person it represents.6 In his text Portraiture, art historian Richard
Brilliant observed that “there is a great difficulty in thinking about pictures, even
portraits by great artists, as art and not thinking about them primarily as something
else, the person represented.”7 Brilliant argues by equating portraits to semiotics:
the portrait becomes the word, the person becomes the referent, and the portrait
itself is a complex relationship in which meaning is created.8 Even when we know
that the image has been craftily rendered, highly fabricated, and intentionally
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produced, we tend to view the image not as an image but as the person depicted.
The culturally constructed belief in the ability of a portrait to convey something
about the identity of the subject, beyond the surface aesthetics, is a cultural construction bound up with dominant cultures’ exercising of regulatory systems via
visual culture.9
The culturally held belief in the “truth value” of photographs is both longstanding and socially and intellectually problematic. While photographs are in
some sense “indexical” and thus facilitate a belief in their ability to transmit information about that which is pictured, the myth of indexicality is deeply enmeshed
with the cultural conception of looking in general in the North American context.
The early photo theorist and scientist Charles Sanders Peirce was influential in
framing our cultural conception of photography in modernist ideologies. He argued that nonphotographic images operate symbolically, while photographs are
“effects of the radiations from the object.”10 Pierce was arguing that because photographs are made in some sense mechanically, they are not influenced by subjectivity. This is also sometimes discussed as the “aura of machine objectivity,” which
originates with the mechanical production via the camera.11
The cultural belief in the “truth value” of photography becomes particularly powerful when dealing with images of people. Elaborating on this issue, Abigail Solomon-Godeau notes that the supposed transparency, indexicality and
“truth” of the photograph has made it an “especially potent purveyor of cultural
ideology—particularly the ideology of gender.”12 Solomon-Godeau, along with
other postmodern photography scholars like John Tagg, John Berger, and Susan
Sontag, has sought to attend to photography’s relation to cultural ideologies and
power structures.13 Their scholarship has challenged the naturalized belief that
through informed and astute looking we can come to know something about the
person pictured. The photographer and visual culture theorist Allan Sekula poignantly argued that while pictures are not actual representations of the lived world,
the cultural belief in the truth value of photography leads most people to consider
photographs “congruent with knowledge in general.”14 In “The Body and the Archive,” Sekula traces several ways bodies have not only been symbolically but physically possessed as well. He traces some of the histories of photography through
the trajectory of physiognomy and phrenology and police use of photography to
reinforce racial and class hierarchies.15 He writes: “The archive [of police photographs] could provide a standard physiognomic gauge of the criminal, could assign
each criminal body a relative and quantitative position within a larger ensemble.”16
Sekula also contends that this racist classification or physiognomy is an impulse in
photography that is difficult to repress.17
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Post-structuralism, postmodern photography, and feminist debates all
helped shift the discourse around photography and the conception of photographic images being indexical, objective, and having veracity. Feminism brought
a demand that art address the historicity and culturally specific functions of images.18 Feminists also articulated the problem of the tendency to theorize in ways
that centered and privileged masculinity.19 Shifts in discourse at large were also
brought forward due to feminist critique and scholarship forwarding methods that
reworked perspectives of representations, the gaze, oppositional readings, and attention to intersectionality among others.20 Postmodern photographers began to
question the veracity of images, as is observable in projects such as Evidence by
Larry Sultan and Mike Mandel.21 Feminist postmodern artists like Cindy Sherman
and Adrian Piper engaged in practices that called attention both to the constructedness of pictures and to the ways in which they are intertwined with ideologies about
people and the constitution of identities. This era also saw post-structuralist
thought and cultural studies forwarding concerns with representation and the construction of race.22
Thanks to the above mentioned and other interventions, today, conceptions of photography have become more nuanced and complicated, and scholars
now build on insights of previous eras to arrive at further interventions. For example, Jack Halberstam has observed that the conception of photography as indexical, which persists today, is rooted in a colonial project that set up visual distinctions between oppressed and oppressor.23 Today visual culture scholars and
photo theorists alike continue to make astute observations about the complexity
of photographs and their relation to regulating identities. Susan Bright has observed that contemporary photographic portraiture is ambiguous yet still believes
in its ability to convey some sort of “inner workings” of the subject.24

Trans Femmes in Visual Culture
In June 2014 Laverne Cox, the trans actress and star of Orange Is the New Black,
graced the cover of Time magazine, photographed by Gillian Laub for the article
that coined our current moment as the “The Transgender Tipping Point: America’s Next Civil Right’s Frontier.” Written by Katy Steinmetz, the cover story positioned America as being “in transition” and argued that one year after gay marriage was legalized, we had moved on to the next civil rights battle. As the first,
and oldest, weekly news magazine published in the United States, Time holds a
significant amount of cultural weight as a medium of transmission of cultural ideologies. Thus when early on in the story, Cox is quoted as saying, “more of us are
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living visibly and pursuing our dreams visibly,” and because of this people can
say, ‘Oh yeah, I know someone who is trans.’”25 The takeaway suggests that culturally we are on the brink of a new day for acceptance of trans folks, as evidenced
solely by and reinvesting in an inaccurate and unfounded belief that an increase in
representation of trans characters and a handful of trans celebrities in mainstream
culture equals political and social progress. The problematic conceptualization behind this move—forwarding the belief that visibility equals progressive or radical
social change—is that representations are far more complex than they may seem,
and the proliferation of trans representations needs to be seriously attended to in
order for their impact and significance to be fully comprehended.
While the current moment of increased trans representations has been
broadly embraced as the “Trans Tipping Point,”26 many trans scholars, artists, and
activists have critiqued this as not only a misnomer but politically dangerous. In
the recently published book Trans*: A Quick and Quirky Account of Gender Variability,
Jack Halberstam makes the pointed remark that in the current moment of trans
proliferations, what we are witnessing is the attempted co-option of trans representations by mainstream culture.27 Similarly, trans artist Juliana Huxtable has suggested that a more fitting term for what is transpiring currently might be “neoliberal spotlight,”28 underscoring the theatricality and fleetingness of the phenomenon. For cárdenas, trans people are a new object of dominant cultural fascination,
mobilizing trans icons to “sell magazines.”29 Rather than facilitate social progress,
as the term trans tipping point fictively suggests, the appearance of trans icons in
mainstream culture seems to be motivated not by any interest in effecting political
or social change but by an apolitical commitment to capitalism.30
The African American trans femme activists CeCe McDonald and Miss
Major Griffin-Gracy discuss how the hypervisibility of Laverne Cox has in many
ways led to the increased violence perpetrated against other trans femmes of color.
McDonald and Griffin-Gracy suggest that because Cox is presumably unreachable, racist transphobic would-be aggressors of Cox turn their acts of violence
against those who come into their proximity.31 Griffin-Gracy suggests that femme
people, in general, are subjected to heightened social regulation.32 She notes that
to be feminine, folks need to fit into highly regimented molds reflecting rigidly
predetermined physical traits, voice parameters, and overall aesthetics.33 GriffinGracy’s observation about the regulation and regimentation of femmes dovetails
with cárdenas’s argument that “the increased mainstream visibility of transgender
people has brought about solidification of who is an acceptable trans person and
who is disposable. “Now more than ever,” cárdenas writes, “it is evident that visibility is a trap.”34 Similarly, Nicole Archer views that in the current moment, trans
bodies and desires are outlined by mainstream culture.35 In other words, much of
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what trans scholars are observing today about trans visual culture is that stereotypic representations promote certain “acceptable” ways of appearing as trans in
the world while sanctioning acts of aggression toward those who fail to replicate
stereotypical representation or passable versions of binary gender identities.

Selfie Debates
Due largely to the advent of the selfie, self-imaging has become a defining factor
of globally networked contemporary life. Defined as a self-image made with a
hand-held mobile device and shared via a social media platform, the popularity of
online users sharing selfies on social media sites such as Facebook, Tumblr, and
Instagram led Oxford Dictionaries to proclaim selfie as its 2013 word of the year.
Since then, there has been a continued proliferation of self-imaging and great popular and intellectual interest in selfies. Not only are they a ubiquitous part of contemporary life, selfies are a complex form of social interaction and an emerging
aesthetic, and they are having an irrevocable impact on self-portraiture. While there
is increased scholarship on selfies, the complexity of selfies remains underarticulated. Many selfies, for example, are in a rich lineage of radical performative selfportraiture committed to challenging representational politics, canonized aesthetics, and the parameters of portraiture, but this is an area yet to be significantly
explored. In its very definition, self-portraiture is both specific and amorphous. It
is a representation, a production, and a creation of someone made by that same
individual, but the specifics of how and why are unarticulated. The advent of the
selfie has highlighted the problematic politics of this fickle definition. MerriamWebster’s dictionary defines a self-portrait as “a portrait of oneself done by oneself,” while the Oxford Dictionary defines self-portrait as “a portrait of an artist
produced or created by that artist.” What a self-portrait is and what its aims are
remain up to the maker. The distinction about who is authorized to create a selfportrait—“oneself” or an “artist”—is at the core of the contention around selfportraits and selfies. Through an art-historical perspective, questions around the
ontology of self-portraiture do not seem so new. While not definitively stated, the
question of whose self-portraits have been considered legitimate along with the
expected aesthetics and artistic intent of the self-portrait have remained constant
points of contention throughout art history. Scholarly discourse around selfies has
moved these contentions to the fore.
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Figure 1 Alok Vaid-Menon, Untitled, 2018. Photography on social media, screen grab by the author.
Social media provides a venue that is unregulated and, as such, has become
the arena in which nuanced and expansive trans and nonbinary trans people—
particularly those of color—produce self-representations. These performative
photographic self-portraits push the boundaries of how we understand gender
identity, intersectional, nonbinary identities, and various relations between aesthetics, gender, race, and class. Vaid-Menon’s selfies are emblematic of critical shifts
transpiring in culture and exemplary of the mobilization of selfies as avant-garde
contemporary art. Currently the most image-driven of social media platforms, Instagram, has become the go-to venue for visual communication and image circulation. It is via Instagram that image makers whose constituencies and likenesses
have been eradicated from mainstream media insert their radical corporealities and
aesthetics into visual culture. Due to their ubiquity, immediacy, and relative democratization, selfies have become the primary venue for producing intersectional
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Figure 2 Alok Vaid-Menon, Untitled (Instagram feed usie or group shot), 2018. Photography on social media, screen grab by the author.
and hybrid trans and nonbinary representations. Not all selfies are created equal,
yet as a form they can be mobilized to different ends—just like any self-portrait.
In our current cultural climate, the inclusion of marginalized voices that selfies
facilitate has become increasingly urgent. While the aesthetics of selfies may be
different than those of art-historical self-portraiture, and the act of taking pictures
of oneself and sharing them on social media may seem so ubiquitous as to become
banal, what selfies represent is, in fact, the most widely used form of visual communication today. But beyond this, they are a new genre of portraiture in which
new practices and aesthetics of self-portrait photography are rapidly evolving.
Within the relatively democratized space of the internet, selfies defy established systems of power. Here they can circumnavigate hierarchical channels of
the art world that have historically marginalized them, and they can intervene in
media and be circulated (often) prolifically, without the need for dominant culture’s sanctioning. Art historian and visual studies scholar Jennifer González has
observed that recent forms of activist art use the Internet and mass media while
also interrogating “the politics of representation, the politics of corporeality, and
the politics of the gaze.”36 Visualizing new subjectivities outside sanctioned parameters and critically reflecting on a variety of power structures that have historically
marginalized and dehumanized them, trans and nonbinary self-images introduce
radical intersectional subjectivities that have the potential to circulate prolifically
via social media.
Selfies are a potentially radically disruptive form of self-imaging. They challenge established modes of production, circulation, and consumption.37 The massive impact that selfies are having across a vast array of aspects of contemporary
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life is illustrated by the growing corpus of research on selfies from scholars in
disciplines ranging from psychology to anthropology to art history and beyond. A
significant portion of the research on selfies deploys intersectional methods to unpack their indelible impact on art, self-portraiture, social life, and visual culture.
The establishment of the Selfies Research Network, conferences like the Kern,
which is based at the Rochester Institute of Technology, and research focusing on
the complexity and specificity of selfies reflect the growing interest in selfies. Art
historian and visual studies scholar Derek Conrad Murray argues that the power
of selfies lies in their ability to enable new forms of self-representation and their
redistribution of the power of self-imaging.38

Redefinition
In all their ubiquity, selfies have faced a significant amount of rejection and derision. I would like to suggest that at the heart of the backlash is a discomfort over
the massive shift in imaging power that selfies have facilitated. While there may be
some need for distinctions between self-portraiture and selfies, I want to suggest
that we should view this distinction as technological and not qualitative. That is to
say, selfies may be made via smartphones and tablets, while self-portraits are made
in other media, it is necessary to realize that the derision of selfies is precisely about
their mass cultural appeal and accessibility to numerous people, not necessarily
about their quality. I want to redefine the terms by which we articulate the distinctions between self-portraits and selfies and view them both as in the same category
of self-imaging. I believe that this will enable a more productive and more rigorous
study of what is transpiring with the visual culture of self-imaging today. Furthermore, I want to stress that some selfies may be categorized as self-portraits and
that self-portraiture needs to be more clearly defined. I propose a slightly more
nuanced definition of self-portrait: a self-portrait is an image representing oneself
made by oneself, engaged in a critical practice reflecting on and expanding established definitions of identity categories. In redefining self-portraiture in this way, a
direct effort is made to emphasize critical engagement with representational politics and to avoid a hierarchy of equipment used to produce the images. I posit that
some selfies are also self-portraits made using social media.
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Figure 3 Alok Vaid-Menon, Untitled (Instagram feed bathroom mirror selfie), 2018. Photography on social media, screen grab
by the author.
Alok Vaid-Menon
Alok Vaid-Menon is a gender-nonconforming trans femme, Indian American
poet, performer, and activist, and also a prolific selfie maker with over 269,000
Instagram followers.39 Vaid-Menon’s images are emblematic of critical shifts transpiring in culture, are reflective of the complexity of trans identities, and are exemplary of the mobilization of selfies as avant-garde contemporary art. Vaid-Menon
describes their work as “showing the world that it is possible to claim space as a
visibly gender non-conforming transfeminine person of color.”40 Through their
use of self-imaging on Instagram, deploying a process they describe as “femifesting,” Vaid-Menon not only brings into being a visual commitment to self-conscious self-creation but also continually and consistently intervenes in the visual
field of trans representations, and engages in a praxis that redefines understandings
of contemporary self-portraiture. Through performative iterations of self, their Instagram feed pushes open nonbinary trans femme of color representations.41
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Interview
On January 9, 2018, I had a thoughtful exchange with Vaid-Menon about their
Instagram work and how it relates to identity formations and their oeuvre on the
whole. Delving in to some of the many issues surrounding representations of trans
femmes of color, social media, and contemporary portrait photography, I engaged
in a fruitful interaction with the busy and prolific Vaid-Menon. Interspersed
throughout the interview transcripts, the above essay continues to further contextualize and unpack their rich work.
Ace Lehner: You grew up in a small town in Texas which you’ve described as
primarily white, cis, heteropatriarchal, misogynist, and generally conservative, and
you earned a scholarship to get out of there as soon as you could, attending Stanford University in California, where you pursued activism and an interest in social
justice. While there, you began performing with Janani Balasubramanian as the
duo DarkMatter around 2009. You identify as a nonbinary trans femme, Indian
American poet, and activist. Your performances are a mixture of spoken word and
performance art, often using personal experiences of living as nonbinary and
brown to critically, humorously, and emotionally engage with issues of trans-misogyny and racism. You prefer the pronoun “they,” and as DarkMatter you performed at La MaMa Experimental Theatre, the Brooklyn Museum, Nuyorican Poets Café, and the Asian American Writer’s Workshop.42 Is that all correct, and am
I missing any key information in this abridged biography? Do you ever still perform together? Can you talk a little about how your work has evolved since going
solo?
Alok Vaid-Menon: This is correct. No, we no longer perform together. Since
going solo, I would say that my work is less “spoken word” and more “performance art.” In my new show, “Watching You / Watch Me,” which I developed as
part of the Performance Act Award at Centrale Fies summer 2017, I am dancing,
singing, and doing comedy sets. I feel like performance better encapsulates what
I’m doing now. I just finished a prolific year of touring twenty-seven countries in
2017.43
AL: In your work you talk about your visual presentation disrupting ideas about
how people are supposed to be and look. You are a prolific Instagrammer; can you
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talk a little about the relation between your experiences in life, your performance
work, and your use of Instagram?
AVM: I suppose that the boundaries between the three are porous. The staging of
my life, my performance, my Instagram are all attempts to portray something
meaningful about myself to other people. I say “meaningful,” instead of “authentic,” because I feel like the structures of these three platforms—life, the internet,
the stage—have each made me uneasy about the false binary between the real and
the performative. Which goes to say: I am constantly attempting to communicate
what I feel (and occasionally what I know), and I find these all to be avenues to do
that.

Practices of Performative Self-Portraiture
Practices of performative self-portraiture often engage in practices of critical selfreflection, self-awareness, and interrogation of self-in-relation to broader discourses and identity formations. The photography scholar Susan Bright has observed “the deliberately ambiguous strategy of ‘performed’ portraiture is just one
of many approaches that artists have adopted to deconstruct and question what a
portrait can do and how it functions.”44 Practices of performative self-portraiture
also intervene in the way photography functions, calling to attention the very ontological contradictoriness of pictures and pointing to a discussion about the complex relation between photography’s performativity and indexicality. In recent
years, artists have increasingly turned to the photographic portrait to interrogate
both the limits and advantages of working with photographs and the complexity
of identity formations.45
AL: On YouTube and Instagram, there is a proliferation of trans self-representations occurring, much of which seems to facilitate self-introspection. Other trans
artists have talked about the practice of self-imaging being integral to the formation
of their identities and their self-articulation. It also seems to be a place of critical
intervention into visual culture enabling otherwise representationally marginalized
people to create images in their likeness. How much of a role (if any) has selfimaging played in your self-definition? Did you have a practice of self-imaging
before Instagram? Do you now? When did you begin your Instagram account? Do
you see it as part of your practice now?
AVM: Yes. I would not exist if I hadn’t created the image of myself. And that “I”
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is a collaborative I, one that comes from interlocutors both online and offline imagining ways to exist outside the Western colonial gender binary. The story feels
trite, but that doesn’t make it any less true: I didn’t have access to representation
that looked like me from anywhere, and so I turned to the internet to find it and
then recognized it was less about finding and more about creating. I have been an
internet kid for a long time—at the age of thirteen I started to post graphic designs
online and had a vibrant digital art life. From a young age I learned the power of
the internet for self-birthing and creation. Instagram (which I started to use in early
2014) feels like a continuation of what I’ve been doing for over a decade: becoming.
When depicted in mainstream culture, trans femmes of color are overwhelmingly
imaged as stereotypes, as conflations of various problematic, reductive, and unfounded beliefs. They are often imaged as working in dangerous professions, marginally housed, and often victims of sexual assault and various hate crimes. This
trope transcends all aspects of mainstream visual culture from cinema to the
nightly news. This phenomenon can be understood as what the postcolonial
scholar Homi K. Bhabha has described as the stereotype. Bhabha observes that
via anxious repetition of fixed representations of a given constituency we begin to
culturally understand a group of people as all being a certain way.46 This, in turn,
forms a cultural belief and expectation about a given group of people. Representations of these constituencies are often the only trans subjects that most people
encounter, and inform how members of said constituencies will and should be
treated.
When encountering trans femmes of color in physical space, people have
already been ideologically informed via visual culture as to how to treat them based
on stereotypic representations. Via assessing the bodies of trans femmes of color,
viewers ascribe them statuses of less than human based on the relative darkness of
their appearances and on nonnormative gender characteristics.47 The real-life implications of the assigning of statuses of “human,” “less than human,” and “nonhuman” to bodies, based on their corporeal markers, is often unconscious, reified
through visual culture and detrimental to those marked through visual encounters
as less than human.48 This process is exponentially dangerous when the subject at
hand sits at an intersecting point on two visual matrixes that position them as unworthy of life. Vaid-Menon, CeCeMcDonald, and the characters of Sin-Dee Rella
and Alexandra seen in Tangerine all live in a similar intersectional location in the
field of racialization and gender. Their dark brown skin places them all in danger,
as their flesh and phenotype are often translated through sociopolitical process
into the category of less than human.49 Related to this, all their gender
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presentations disrupt binary gender aesthetics and expectations, putting them double in peril.50
AL: Can you talk about the process of curating your Instagram feed, the process
of creating the images and the importance of the work to you?
AVM: What I’ve always found curious about the platform is that while we attribute
accounts to individuals, the fact remains that those individuals often need someone
else to take photos of them for the account. Yes of course there is the “selfie,”
which is a particularly important form of expression for me because I can make it
happen when I’m in places that are hostile to my gender expression (i.e. everywhere). But my favorite shots are the full-body ones of me in public: just showing
the world that it is possible to claim space as a visibly gender-nonconforming transfeminine person of color. The logistics of getting these shots are so exhausting: I
have to think about where I’ll be and who I’ll be with and whether or not I feel
comfortable asking them to take a photograph of me. I have to be clear about what
my expectations and desires are for how I should be shot. Most of the time my
photos are taken by cis people—so there are power dynamics in that as well—the
staging of my gaze through someone else’s. Which goes to say, I think about this
process a lot.
Culturally, we have been trained to visually read representations (and the people
for that matter) for some sort of understanding about them based on how they
look. Vaid-Menon’s Instagram feed, made up almost exclusively of self-images,
creates a new type of self-portrait. Their self-portrait consists of multiple images,
produced over time, continually added to, ever augmenting, and always transforming. As a platform, Instagram enables ongoing proliferation of complex self-representations. This is particularly significant when it comes to trans, nonbinary, and
femme-identified people, especially those of color, precisely because dominant culture has produced cultural understanding of these constituencies as fixed and essentialized rather than dynamic, expansive, and discretely unique.51 In other words,
the way stereotypes are created and maintained is via a fixed type of image that is
reductive and limiting that circulates prolifically.
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Figure 4 Alok Vaid-Menon, Untitled (Instagram feed usie or group shot of four),
2018. Photography on social media, screen grab by the author.
From pursed purple lips to the coy tilt of their head, from a sassy hand on
a hip to color-blocked retro outfits, from street-style femme posses to T-shirts, to
tube tops, from desert femmes’ fashion shoots to the captions beside them, VaidMenon’s steady stream of self-representations are conceptual, performative selfportraits, presenting a complex hybrid, intersectional subject, uncontainable and
always in flux. Visually assessing Vaid-Meon’s feed, a new understanding and definition of gender emerges. Gender becomes unfixed. Shifting their gender from
one image to the next, the stream of performative iterations of self suggest that
gender has no necessary correlation to biological sex or to sexual orientation. Femininity is unfixed and exists in relation to bodies, people, place and time, class,
ethnicity, and racialization, and various other identity categories like subcultural
affiliations.
AL: Your process of self-imaging relying on someone else to take the picture is
really in line with conceptual art photographic practices and recalls the work of
Nikki S. Lee. In her Projects series, Lee appears in each image as part of a member
of a specific subcultural group, but she is never the person physically behind the
camera clicking the shutter. She is the author of the work in that the concept of
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the work is all her own. And in fact, having some one else shoot the photo is part
of her sophisticated and complex conception of the work.52 Lee remains the artist
because it’s her concept, her direction, and her performance that makes the work,
not the person who fires the shutter. Thinking about these ideas regarding authorship and conceptual photography, I’m curious about how you see the process of
image making and the collective act of working with others to make the images?
Is this collaboration; if so, to what ends?
AVM: Yes. I don’t think we know (and I include myself and other trans people in
this we) how to approach or look at the trans body outside the cis imagination.
What I’m trying to do with my selfie-work is imagine myself on my own terms,
outside the grammar of cis colonial gender binaries. I use the word becoming a lot,
which I understand as interchangeable with decolonizing/femmifesting—finding
ways of excavating meaning from the ruins.
In the space of group selfies or “usies,” Vaid-Menon’s images demonstrate a variety of femme gender presentations in the frame of one image. In usies, or photos
where Vaid-Menon images themself with other brown, nonbinary, gender-nonconforming femmes, they create a multisubject disruption of binary gender and
racialized aesthetics of beauty. With their hand on their hip, Vaid-Menon wears a
polka-dot top, black platforms, a high-top bouffant hairstyle, and deep red lips.
They gently touch the shoulder of a friend to their left, who wears a sheer fitted
dress over a dark sports bra and dark denim short shorts. In the right-hand side of
the frame, two other femmes join them on the city sidewalk. Their looks embody
a mixture of athletic wear and street style. Taken together, these four femmes propose multiple ways of being nonbinary and brown. Such interventions are critical.53
Collectively, they embody various aspects of femininity and self-assuredness while
wearing flashy, fashion-forward looks. Vaid-Menon and crew demonstrate their
lack of interest in presenting within frameworks of binary gender. Instead, they
unapologetically disidentify with femininity, juxtaposing fashion choices associated
with both masculinity and femininity.54
Visually decolonizing current regimes of gender and Caucasian supremacist heteropatriarchal notions of beauty, Vaid-Menon and crew demonstrate gender as performative, but also as a free signifier, contingent on aesthetics, gestures,
and glamour. The photograph visually asserts femme-ness as a free signifier not
necessarily in the domain of any particular biological characteristics. By creating a
multiplicity of nonbinary, brown, trans corporealities, the field of representations
mobilized by Vaid-Menon expands visual examples of gender presentations for
subjects to emulate, and brings new modes of intersectional identities into being.55
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This work begins to create space for a new aesthetics of beauty, not measured
against dominant systems but celebrated as beautiful and worthy of life in their
very transgressiveness.56
AL: Yes, the process of becoming reflects the notion of femmifesting. When selfimaging trans nonbinary brown subjectivity, such artistic interventions are significant, for they not only become or bring subjectivities into being in the present or
femmifest, but they also directly counter stereotypic representations of trans
femmes. The postcolonial scholar and astute observer of culture Homi K. Bhabha
describes a stereotype as “a fixed reality which is at once an ‘other’ and yet entirely
knowable and visible.”57 While Bhabha was not writing about trans subjects, the
operation of the stereotypic representation functions similarly when it comes to
trans constituencies. Thus when trans and nonbinary people self-image on Instagram, they create aesthetics otherwise unseen and image ever-evolving versions of
self, thus creating new, not essentialized, and unfixed identity categories. Self-imaging in a very public way brings into existence identities that are otherwise unimaginable. Indeed the choice to use Instagram in the way you do continually selfimages on a venue where all past self-portraits are visible concurrently creates new
representations that are not simple, essentialized stereotypes but rather a multifaceted self-portrait of a subject continually evolving—a self-portrait that is in a state
of perpetual becoming constantly augmenting, ever femmifesting. On your Instagram not only do you post many selfies, but you often post a good deal of text
along with your images: how do you see the work of your pictures and text?
AVM: That’s how I experience the world: image and text. What I like about image
is it allows the audience to have their own reading. What I like about text is it
allows the subject to speak back to this reading. This collision is so productive for
me—it’s where art lives. What you think versus what I think, smashed.
AL: There has been some divisiveness aimed at selfies; in the recent past they’ve
been described as part of “narcissistic consumer culture.”58 You are what I might
call a prolific selfie-maker, how do you respond to this criticism?
AVM: What is not part of “narcissistic consumer culture?” I think we continually
conjure this idea of a subversive space—something that exists outside the hegemonic logics, but I have yet to find it. What I find more telling is what we see as
the problem—and across the board (trans)misogyny makes us associate femme
artforms/expressions/ways of being as “the problem,” and specifically as “narcissistic/vain.” That’s just sexism. It’s boring. And besides: so what if I am vain? In
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a world that is trying to disappear people like me from the public imaginary, perhaps being vain is a form of resistance itself?
AL: Absolutely, being self-assured when the world is trying to erase us is certainly
necessary and often viewed as vanity or narcissism especially when dominant culture sees us as unworthy of life or less than human. Speaking of resistance, in your
performances and on your Instagram feed you address the issue of adverse and
often explosive reactions to you. What are the differences you see between these
experiences in public space, and on social media? For example, in an image like
the bathroom mirror selfie included here, you include some volatile rhetoric posted
in reaction to your selfie; since selfies are a form of performance that is mobilized
via social media and not in physical space, is there a sense of a bit of safety from
the reactionary comments online as opposed to aggression in physical space? Or
is there safety in physical public space, in that sometimes others stand up for you?
AVM: I don’t say this to be fatalistic or incendiary but just to be honest. I don’t
really feel safe in either space: online or offline. Transmisogyny is a constant between the both. They take different forms; both are devastating. One thing that
does feel different, though, is I can fashion myself online without the (immediate)
risk of physical violence. That’s not the case for the public, where when I step
outside I am under the very real risk of attack. I’ve written about this in the past,
but I often worry that my Instagram contributes to the false notion that I can look
like I do in all of my photos everywhere that I go. That’s just not the case—many
times I have to go “stealth,” pass within the binary to avoid very real danger. So
my self-portraiture becomes a sort of idyllic space too—an imagination of what I
could look like/become without fear of harassment.
AL: Do you find as you travel, and as you are in different locations, reactions to
you change? Do you see your corporeality interpreted differently, or does the matrix of gender situate you differently in various places and communities? And how
do you see this in relation to processes of racialization?
AVM: Yes absolutely. Gender and race are localized formulations. Each place has
its own vexed histories and preoccupations. People mistakenly understand Western cities like NYC and London to be the most “safe” for trans/gender-nonconforming people, but I’ve experienced them as the most hostile.
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AL: Do you find that explosive reactions to you are primarily about your physical
appearance? Or do you see that people react aggressively toward your voice, personality, ideas? Or a combination or something different?
AVM: The composite. It’s not just physical, it’s how I move, how I exist. Transmisogyny flattens the materiality of transfemininity—we are seen as “just” men in
dresses, men with “painted nails.” We are only permitted the physical (and if that,
superficially). But the way that we move, speak, gesture, talk, all of that—is rigorously policed, not just by men but also by women.
AL: When people react favorably to you does it seems to be out of a sense of
finding you and your work as liberatory or encouraging new possibilities and giving
a sense of hope and maybe even queer futurity? Is your presence inspiring, or
something else entirely?
AVM: I mean it’s the whole range. Some of the compliments I receive are rooted
in the same transmisogyny as the insults (the idea that I am a spectacle, that I am
exceptional, that I am a symbol, a metaphor, not a person experiencing violence).
The compliments that ring the most true are the ones where people link my becoming to theirs—how I have helped on their journey to self-actualization, made
them reflect on their own gender and subject positions.
AL: Conceptions of portrait photography in European and North American contexts are rooted in the legacy of portrait painting dating back to the Renaissance,
which has led to the cultural belief and investment in the notion that a portrait
reveals something of the person pictured.59 The belief in the truth value of the
photograph often enables portrait photographs to be mobilized by heteropatriarchal, transphobic, and racist powers to create stereotypes of various constituencies
to legitimize ill-treatment of those constituencies and to further racist, misogynist,
colonialist, and transphobic agendas. In postcolonial locations, photographers
have used props, backdrops, patterned clothing, and other visuals to call attention
to the surface of the picture plane. In doing so, these photographs defy the notion
that a picture is a window into a world and thus to confound the belief in the
photograph as being able to convey insight about the person pictured.60 You often
wear loud-patterned clothing; color-blocked outfits, and fashion-forward and retro
styling in your self-images on Instagram. You’ve spoken about fashion being both
political, about safety and a “form of armor.”61 Can you talk about the role fashion
and image-making play for you and any thoughts you may have on the cultural and
social function of fashion in your images with regard to the theories and discourses
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above?

AVM: From a young age I learned that I didn’t have access to the power to be
granted nuance, subjectivity, complexity, narratively. There was a narrative ascribed to me on the basis of my skin and on my gender presentation. Fashion
became the space that I could disarticulate the stereotypes and narratives mapped
on me—to say actually there is something more complicated going on here. I am
more than you think that I am. I use fashion as a tool. I don’t think it’s an end-allbe-all, but it’s a tool to communicate a selfhood beyond/outside/unmediated by
white supremacy and transmisogyny. Like any tool it is flawed, but I believe it is
still doing something. I notice how aesthetic work is often undervalued as real
“political” work, because it’s not seen to be “doing something” tangible. But I see
my fashion doing things every day—I have stopped traffic. I have made everyone
stare. That visibility work—labor that transfeminine racialized people do every
day—is what gives queerness meaning and power. And it feels important to name
that.
AL: You talk about trans feminine people only being allowed to be “fabulous” and
how the perception of trans feminine people is that they fail to conform to binary
gender standards. Queer theorists have discussed the ways that failure can be a
productive form of expanding possibilities and producing alternatives.62 But theory
can only go so far; today trans issues and representations are intertwined but they
are not the same. One problem with mainstream representations of trans people
is that they create stereotypic representations and set up expectations about trans
people (particularly trans people of color), expectations that suggest all trans people will live less than desirable lives and will meet untimely and horrific ends. Representation itself does not remedy this, but it can be a tool in changing expectations
and understandings.63 How do you see your self-images in relation to other artists
and ideas?
AVM: I operate from the premise that academic queer theory was not written for
us as transfeminine racialized people. It was written about us, but it wasn’t written
for us. I don’t find much of it to be particularly useful because it gentrifies our
experiences, isn’t actually attenuated to the real violence we experience. The queer
theory that I am invested in starts for and by racialized transfeminine people and
that has not (and continues to not be) recognized or published by the academy. I
do believe my images are contributing to this body of work. I think so often as
trans artists of color we are dismissed as minoritarian, as only speaking to our
subject experiences. But I believe we are generating theories and methods that are
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widely applicable. One of them that I have been invested in is the idea that fabulosity/beauty/self-love politics are part and parcel of the neoliberal state. Now
trans people must be fabulous in order to be real. But this fabulosity is work we
have to do ourselves (with very few resources), rather than systems actually providing us with safety, desirability, and recognition. Fabulosity—and the politics of
visibility more generally—are a trap unless they also involve material redistribution. That gets lost from trans politics today because of transmisogyny—we are
rendered aesthetic props, not workers. Our labor is generalizable, our violence is
generalizable, our self-fashioning is generalizable—so much that we only have
worth insomuch as we can be used.
AL: Speaking of collectivity and an ethics of image making as connected to reallife politics, there are many usies (group selfies) on your Instagram feed, and they
seem to have a hefty social and political weight. Can you talk about how important
(or not) collaboration and community are to you and your performance and photography? How do you see the role of images of yourself and other trans and nonbinary femmes of color? What is the significance of these pictures for you? What
do you imagine their impact is for broader audiences?
AVM: All work is collaborative. Everything I am is because of the people (and
nonpeople) in my life! The photos of my peers help me femmifest myself, and I
hope mine help them. I think this is all part of a transfeminist ethic—we support
each other because no one else supports us. Often the only people who defend
me from harassment on the streets are other transfemme people, and I think that
extends to how we relate to one another’s work and livelihood. So much of the
experience of enduring transmisogyny is one of social isolation, so it’s so beautiful
and generative to be part of a larger community and movement of trans artists.
AL: In the past, you have defined your gender as both a man and a woman and
neither a man nor a woman. As a nonbinary trans person and scholar, I get that
on both a personal level and a conceptual level. It is difficult to define gender
outside entrenched colonial binary language and ideology. When I think and write
about gender, I often frame it as something that is always in relation to place, time,
community, racialization, and class while also being personal and performative. I
also find gender to be malleable, and that gender can shift and change over a lifetime or the course of a day, that it is also relational and contingent on whom we’re
engaging with. How do you define gender? How do you identify today?
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AVM: Gender resists definition; I resist definition. I think the imperative to identify is the problem itself! Why must we be known in a language we didn’t consent
to?
AL: Well said. What a fantastic question to continue to contemplate after we conclude. Thank you ever so much.

Tranifest
Trans self-representations are often a praxis of bringing into being and forwarding
new methods along with new identities. This praxis can be described through borrowing a term “tranifesting,”64 coined by Kai M. Green and Treva Ellison and
deployed to mean “transformative manifesting,” and developed in relation to what
they view as the process of creating a flexible community across differences to
facilitate healing and mobilizing. According to Green and Ellison, the term is used
to “enact resistance to the political and epistemic operations that would capitalize
for others the fruits of our labor. It is a form of radical political and intellectual
production that takes place at the crossroads of trauma, injury, and the potential
for material transformation and healing.”65 Green and Ellison situate the term in
the lineage of black feminism and seek to push for intersectional approaches between black feminist thought and trans studies to generate transformative politics.
For, as they observe, both areas challenge essentialist identity categories and make
the limits of Caucasian feminism more pliable.66 Pushing the idea of tranifesting
further to be used to describe acts of identity formation produced and sustained
by trans individuals or groups of trans people tranifesting in this contest is applied
to acts of visual culture production that bring into being trans identities in relation
to intersectional trans feminist and queer of color discourse and as a means of
mobilizing trans across differences as a form of visual culture production that is
radical, political, intellectual, and proposes new alternatives.
In this respect, tranifest can be used to describe singular processes of trans
people bringing themselves into being and can be used on more widely observable
levels when trans people with larger platforms not only make themselves in their
own image but push the boundaries of what trans lives are possible by intervening
in visual culture. Bringing ideas like tranifesting into conversation with visual studies methods, what is observable is how trans visual culture projects tranifest or
bring into being radical instantiations of identity. Remaining invested in the amorphousness and anti-essentialism at the core of tranifest as defined by Green and
Ellison, I argue that tranifest can also help us to not fall into the binary and
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essentialist thinking about identity and resist reproducing outmoded methods of
scholarship that I work to push beyond.
Vaid-Menon’s photographic practice tranifests: they engage in performative self-portraiture intervening in the legacies of self-portraiture we have inherited
in the Western art-historical context. This brings into view the constructed and
contradictory way self-portraits are discursively framed, which enables the leveraging of various arguments about portraits (and people), depending on who is imaging them and who is viewing them. In this way they intervene in the way photography functions, calling to attention the very ontological contradictoriness of
pictures, pointing out the complex relation between photographs, performativity,
and indexicality. Vaid-Menon’s work engages a politics of representation invested
in challenging the seeming “truth value” of the photograph in efforts to deconstruct the photograph’s ability to create objects out of subjects while also challenging the cultural belief that we can visually assign people values based on their corporealities.
Vaid-Menon’s self-imaging praxis provides visual studies a methodology
that moves beyond binary structures, de-essentializes how we think about photography and identity, and encourages continually malleable, self-reflexive, methods.
Trans visual praxis facilitates an opening up of new ways of apprehending photography’s relationship to assumed truth, revealing that the indexicality we associate
with photographs is similar to the essentialist ways we assume the exteriority of a
subject matches their self-identification.
Writing about the emergence of new (albeit written) language used in describing trans people and trans experiences, Jack Halberstam proposes that with
emerging terms comes the signaling of an end of an era of medical and psychiatric
control and thus a paradigmatic shift when it comes to how trans constituencies
and individuals bring themselves into being.67 Halberstam’s understanding of the
significance of self-naming is akin to self-imaging, as both bring trans subjectivities
into existence on their own terms.68 James Hall, an art historian, critic, and researcher of self-portraiture, has noted that moments of cultural and social significance are often accompanied by substantial increases in the production of selfportraiture.69 Scholars have observed that performative self-portraits historically
have often been used in efforts to undo the modernist assumption that the photograph can deliver “truth” about a subject.70 Dovetailing with this observation
and informing the study at hand is Hall’s observation that self-portraiture is often
intertwined with moments of cultural significance, often being mobilized to influence society and ideas about identity.71
Through continuous self-imaging and using the aesthetics of a media platform that enables the construction of an ever-evolving self, Vaid-Menon’s works
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directly intervene in our cultural belief in the ability of the singular image to accurately and concisely represent the person pictured. Completely controlling gesture,
style, lighting, fashion, and mise-en-scène, selfie makers like Vaid-Menon fully
control and produce their images, engaging critical questions of representation and
performativity. Vaid-Menon’s Instagram feed, along with other nonbinary trans
femmes like Travis Alabanz @travisalabanza, Joshua allen@joshuaobawole, and
Vqueeram Aditya Sahai @vqueer, prolifically self-image femifesting brown, nonbinary, trans-femme iconography embodying complex, changing, and intersectional identities. But beyond this, they also produce a variety of new visual culture
exemplars for others to model themselves after, creating urgent and necessary interventions into visual culture that otherwise demeans and eradicates their existences. Furthermore, precisely the ways in which they mobilize Instagram as a form
of bringing into being and continually augmenting undoes the ideological conceptions of portrait photography we have inherited in Western contexts.
***
Ace Lehner is an interdisciplinary scholar and artist specializing in critical engagement with identity and representation; history, theory, and criticism of contemporary art; visual studies; photography theory, queer and trans theory and critical race
theory. Lehner’s artistic practice often embraces collaboration and primarily utilizes photography and video to mine the complex relation between representations
and the constitution of identities. Lehner has received numerous grants and fellowships including the Murphy and Cadogan Fellowship in the Fine Arts and the
University of California’s Presidents Dissertation-Year Fellowship. Lehner is currently editing a book Self-Representation in an Expanded Field: From Self-Portrait to Selfie,
Contemporary Art in the Social Media Age and completing their dissertation Trans Representations: Nonbinary Visual Theory in Contemporary Photography.
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Thus the distinction between theory and practice, like the distinctions between fact
and value and fact and law, never actually works. It is simply a way of talking about
the world, and dividing it into different levels of understanding (the general and the
particular).1

Introduction
This article responds to the invitation extended by Carney to engage in a dialogue
on the topic of graduate legal research units.2 In his paper, Carney stated the approach of the Sydney course as being to teach theory rather than skills, to "pursue
academic goals over skill competencies... ".3 The challenge was laid in these terms:
This paper has sketched one possible framework for such a course. The object has
been two-fold: to locate the course in a "perspective", and in so doing, to provide a basis
for dialogue about the objectives and methods which might be set for such a unit...
The frame for the discourse may be contested, and the perspective outlined here
may yet cause readers to "start" from our affair. But the invitation to engage in a
dialogue remains.4

The Faculty of Law at Queensland University of Technology introduced a postgraduate legal research unit in 1993 with different perspectives and purposes to

*
1
2
3
4

Lecturer, Faculty of Law, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane.
M. Davies, Asking the Law Question, (Sydney: Law Book Co., 1994) 169.
T. Carney, Graduate Research Seminars: Theory or Praxis? (1993) 4 (1) Legal Education
Review 165.
Id. 167.
Id. 176.

TERRY HUTCHINSON

(1995)

the Sydney course,5 and given this experience, the opportunity for a discussion on
aspects of such units including the theoretical versus practical approach to teaching cannot be ignored.6
The nature of legal research and scholarship, its theoretical framework, empirical underpinnings and its interdisciplinary relationships has not been adequately
discussed by Australian academics.7 Any commentary in this area has tended to
concentrate on the mechanics and bibliography of the research process.8 Some
consideration has been given to methodology in such texts, but until relatively
recently, the quality and future directions of legal scholarship has been overlooked.9
However, Carney seems to assume that the theoretical dialogue is all-important
and that incremental skills development should be a secondary consideration for
postgraduate students. This is unrealistic in light of the burgeoning impact of research technology on both practitioners and academics alike, and in view of the
fact that it is unlikely that postgraduate students will have completed training in
advanced research techniques at undergraduate level. Overall academic goals must
include skills competencies. After all, what is the fully skilled lawyer, whether practising solicitor, barrister, judge or academic, without such skills? Those graduates
who are competent researchers will often find that research training and skills
required for professional purposes and taught at undergraduate level, differ profoundly from that required by postgraduates. No doubt, all lawyers have need for
basic skills such as updating legislation, but undergraduates and practising lawyers generally do not require the exhaustive coverage, nor do they have the extensive organisational problems inherent in a major postgraduate research project.
Therefore, while postgraduates need to stand back and consider the 'big picture'
in terms of a possible theoretical basis for their research work or be given avenues of exploration for non-doctrinal perspectives, it also seems very appropriate
that they are facilitated in the development of research skills to add to their already developed 'transferable intellectual skills'.10 The QUT course attempts to
combine both aspects — not downplaying the practice as against theory, but attempting to strike a balance.
5
6

7

8

9

10

The unit is co-taught by Professor David Gardiner.
See also the parallel debates raised regarding bibliographic as against process or methods training in teaching legal research in Wren, C.G. and J.R. Wren, The Teaching of Legal Research
(1988) 80 Law Library Journal 7; R.C. Berring and K.V. Heuvel, Legal Research: Should Students
Learn It or Wing It (1989) 81 Law Library Journal 431.
See in contrast the many recent articles on Legal scholarship noted in H.Edwards, T h e Growing
Disjunction Between Legal Education and the Legal Profession' (1992) 91 Oct Michigan Law
Review 34 at 41.
E. Campbell, et. al., Legal Research: Materials and Methods (3rd ed., Sydney: Law Book, 1988); M.
Banks, Using a Law Library: A Guide for Students and Lawyers in the Common Law Provinces of
Canada, (4th ed., Toronto: Carswell, 1985). R Watt, Concise Legal Research (2nd ed., Sydney: The
Federation Press, 1995).
But see J. Gava 'Scholarship and Community' (1994) 16 (4) Sydney Law Review 443; T. Quilty,
Definitions of Research and the Role of Consultancy. Unpublished paper presented at the 49th
Annual Conference of ALTA, Hobart, 29 Sept-2 Oct 1994.
W. Twining, Preparing Lawyers for the Twenty-first Century, (1992) 3 (1) Legal Education Review
1 at 15.
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1. Theoretical Underpinnings of the Research Endeavour —
The Debate
The Pearce Report has been criticised, though not totally condemned for its scant
discussion of legal research and scholarship.11 The Report is credited with making legal research more 'self-conscious' and although the effects seem difficult to
specify precisely, Marginson has summed up the response as lasting and important'.12 The Pearce Committee did make one incisive comment regarding the overall
nature of legal research. It stated a doubt that 4the paradigm of scientific research
— development of new knowledge' — was entirely apt for legal research.13 In the
light of such comment, a major priority within legal academic circles would have
to be the identification of a workable alternative legal research paradigm. Postgraduate offerings in legal research would appear to be an ideal setting for the
airing of such issues, but such a debate should also exist in more diverse forums.14

1.1

Development of Legal Scholarship in Australia

To fully contextualise the present paradigm of 'legal research', it is necessary to
look at the development of research and scholarship of the profession in Australia. The legal profession in early Australia initially comprised those 'admitted in
Great Britain or Ireland or who had passed examinations conducted by professional training authorities and (in the case of solicitors) undertaken articles in
Australia'.15 Although the University of Sydney was established in 1850, the first
law faculties in Australia began operating much later and it was not until the second half of this century that the majority of those admitted to practice in New
South Wales and Queensland held university degrees.16 The change to university
education gradually encouraged the growth of a class of full-time legal academics
who had more time and opportunity to pursue research interests. English texts

11

12
13
14
15
16

Thus the report's consideration of the nature and forms of research ... was a limited one'.
C. Mclnnis and S. Marginson, Australian Law Schools after the 1987 Pearce Report (Canberra:
Australian Government Publishing Service, 1994) 181. D. Pearce, et. al., Australian Law Schools:
A Discipline Assessment for the Commonwealth Tertiary Education Commission, A Summary (Canberra: AGPS, 1987), Vol. 2; L. Martin, Tertiary Education in Australia Report of the Committee on
the Future of Tertiary Education in Australia to the Australian Universities Commission, Vol 11,
(Canberra: AGPS, 1964).
Id. 182.
D. Pearce, op. cit., Vol. 2, 308.
See, for example, the responses to Edwards' article in (1993) 91 August Michigan Law Review.
M. Chesterman and D. Weisbrot, Legal Scholarship in Australia (1987) 50 (Oct) Modern Law
Review 709, 710.
Id. 711; and see M. Weir, The Dissonance Between Law School Academics and Practitioners —
The Why The How The Where To Now' (1993) 9 Queensland University of Technology Law
Journal 143 for the Queensland experience.
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were used until local lawyers remedied the gap in local publishing, though as
Castles points out:
By the end of the nineteenth century most legal subjects had been examined in books
and pamphlets in some way... It was only in relation to subject matters like torts and
the basics of the law of contract where English law often remained largely intact in its
operation in Australia that local commentaries or texts were not published.17
Even so, the Australian market was so small that often the work done was not
viable for separate publication. This was even more apparent with material in nontraditional areas.18 Research of necessity tended to be largely operational or directed to student needs.
The emergence of an Australian 'legal academy' has brought additional challenges and opportunities:
The emergence of a significant and distinct class of legal academics, freed from narrow vocational concerns, creates the conditions for a systematic and comprehensive
review of areas of legal doctrine and practice which incorporates theory, empirical
research, comparative analysis and inter-disciplinary approaches.19
The research expectation has been prompted by more recent changes as well
— university status being given to the former colleges of advanced education with
a consequent increased importance being placed on research profiles of academic
staff, increasing pressure from university management for researchers to obtain
external funding, and new universities being established which are opening places
for a younger generation of full-time academics and scholars.
Other forces at work in the wider legal spectrum have provided fertile ground
for commentary. There is the increasing use of comparative law and reference to
internationally accepted human rights and international conventions and treaties
by the judiciary, especially the High Court, which have led to decisions that diverge widely from traditional British common law. This has led to the emergence
of a distinct Australian jurisprudence. There is the move away from strict formalism in legal reasoning including the consideration of substance rather than the
form or letter of the law. There is the increasing amount of legislation encroaching on areas previously covered by the common law and the increasing infusion of
equitable principles such as ideas of good faith in contract.20
17

A. Castles, Annotated Bibliography of Printed Materials on Australian Law 1788-1900, (Sydney:
Law Book, 1994) xxiii.
18 M. Chesterman and D. Weisbrot, op. cit714.
19 D. Weisbrot, Competition, Cooperation and Legal Change (1993) 4 (1) Legal Education Review 1
at 15.
20 See generally M. Kirby, 'Changes Seen, Foreseen and Unforeseen' (1993) 4 (2) Legal Education
Review 299; A. Mason, 'Changing the Law in a Changing Society' (1993) 67 (8) Australian Law
Journal 568.
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Legal Research Development in America and Canada

In America, the upsurge of interest in the quality and nature of legal scholarship
had begun in 1955 and was marked by a conference on the aims and methods of
legal research at the University of Michigan which culminated in many articles in
legal education journals. In 1959, the Association of American Law Schools adopted
a new standard imposing a responsibility on faculty members 'to advance ... ordered knowledge'.21 Again, in 1983, the Association of American Law Schools Annual Meeting considered the 'state of legal scholarship and its future prospects'.22
The papers tend to project a more forward looking approach for researchers in
the law:
Legal scholarship must produce a blueprint for the future as well as a gloss on
the past.23

The 1950's also saw the Canadian Bar Association form a committee to look
into the condition of legal research.24 The conclusion the committee came to was
that legal research in Canada was 'wholly inadequate in quantity and quality to
enable the legal profession properly to fulfil its high social obligations'.25 Nearly
thirty years later, Law and Learning, the landmark study on the state of legal research and scholarship in Canada, still commented on the paucity of legal research
in Canada.26 The conclusions were very scathing:
We conclude that law in Canada is made, administered and evaluated in what often
amounts to a scientific vacuum. Without overstraining analogies to the "hard" sciences,
the state of the art of all types of legal research is poorly developed. Clients are advised, litigants represented and judged, statutes enacted and implemented in important areas of community life on the basis of "knowledge" which, if it were medical,
would place us as contemporaries of Pasteur, if it related to aeronautics, as contemporaries of the Wright brothers.27

21
22
23
24
25
26

27

E. Jones, Some Current Trends in Legal Research (1962) 15 Journal of Legal Education 121,122.
F. Allen, Legal Scholarship: Present Status and Future Prospects (1983) 22 Journal of Legal Education 403.
G. Hughes, The Great American Legal Scholarship Bazaar (1983) 33 Journal of Legal Education
424 at 431.
F. Scott, Report of the Committee on Legal Research (1956) 34 (9) The Canadian Bar Review 999.
Id. 1001.
Law and Learning: Report to the Social Sciences and the Humanities Research Council of Canada by
the Consultative Group on Research and Education in Law (Ottawa: Information Division of the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, 1983) 5.
Id. 71.
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1.3 The Continuing Debate
Various commentators have pursued the debate, including Twining who in the
1970's noted the uncertainty surrounding the parameters of legal research:
Grand theory versus pragmatic empiricism; applied versus basic research; highly structured research designs versus "plunging in"; the extent to which topics and priorities
for research should be identified by the international community of scholars or by
governments or other local agencies; and finally the extent to which fruitful dialogue
and general consensus about research is possible between individuals holding different ideological positions.28
However, with some notable exceptions, the legacy remains, and academic
lawyers' research has tended to be mainly doctrinal and operational — directed
either towards producing texts for teaching activities, or solutions to problems
occurring in practice.29 Commentators in the United States very early noted the
possibility of a developing schizophrenia inherent in this situation — between the
'pure' academics who would see their role as adding to the 'understanding of the
meaning of law and its role in society' and the practice-oriented 'Hessian trainer'
whose role would be to simply 'prepare law students for practice at the Bar'.30 Of
course, these views do not give due recognition to the possibility of bridging or
truly merging those two disparate levels in research, of using practical legal situations to expound theory, or explaining theory by example.31
So the challenge of developing an integrated connection and purpose to legal
research remains. Ziegler stressed the need for the development of a legal paradigm or some steering factors to guide and control the shaping of fields of inquiry,
so that research would become more connected rather than pragmatic.32 Posner

28
29
30
31

32

W. Twining, Taylor Lectures, 1975: Academic Law and Legal Development (Lagos: University of
Lagos Faculty of Law, 1976), 5.
D. Gardiner, Lawyer Competence — The Role of the Law School (1990) Oct Queensland Law
Society Journal 349, 352.
T. Bergin, The Law Teacher: A Man Divided Against Himself (1968) 54 Virginia Law Review 637
at 639.
Note, for example, Murumba's discussion in relation to good legal writing:
'However, in areas of controversy or uncertainty it is necessary to take a vertical approach
that cuts through different levels. A legal problem in these areas will often have no answer at
the operational level. Its solution will be likely to encompass higher levels just like a stubborn ethical problem will often extend one's search beyond ethics into the realm of metaethics. The best legal writing deals with problems of this kind'.
S. Murumba, 'Good Legal Writing: A Guide for the Perplexed' (1991) 17 (1) MonasA University
Law Review 93 at 96.
P Ziegler, A General Theory of Law as a Paradigm for Legal Research (1988) 51 Sept. Modern
Law Review 569. But see alsoT. Daintith, Legal Research and Legal Values (1989) 52 Modern Law
Review 352 at 356.
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suggested that the inventors of the case method of teaching law, the Langdellian
method, thought they were involved in a type of scientific method:
They thought that cases were the scientific observations and that extracting the
true rule from a line of cases was the equivalent of the inductive method of scientific
research.33
Thus, some writers have blamed the Langdellian method of teaching for the
very narrow view of doctrinal scholarship prevalent among both academic and
practising lawyers.
The notion at the root of the Langdellian program, that law is a definable and finite body
of knowledge, meant that the task with which scholars were left once that body was
substantially defined was to monitor the small changes in the law—chronicling, where
possible, a new development in eminent domain or a new wrinkle in consideration.34
So if the common law and Langdellian notions of precedent are not a sufficient
paradigm, and straight operational models are also not acceptable, what is an acceptable research paradigm? Carney speaks in terms of 'theoretical rather than
simply "hornbook" skills', an emphasis on 'issues of legal theory', and 'research
training with a strongly "intellectual" bent'.35 But is the ideal legal research paradigm only concerned with legal theory — including, for example, the developments in critical legal studies, economic analysis of law or feminist legal perspectives? Is this ideal only to include empirical or social science methods and new or
other-than-doctrinal projects?36
Gava has claimed that 'practice and scholarship are different, with disparate
needs and duties', and appears to welcome the 'increasing separation between
legal academics and practitioners which leading scholars, such as Paul Carrington
and Roger Cramton, have observed as emerging from the growing academic

33
34
35
36

R Posner, The Present Situation in Legal Scholarship (1981) 90 (5) Yale Law Journal 1113 at
1119.
J. Schlegel, Langdell's Legacy Or, The Case of the Empty Envelope (1984) 36 July Stanford Law
Review 1517 at 1530.
T. Carney, op. cit. 168,173,174.
The Pearce Committee defined legal research as:
1. Research which provides a systematic exposition of the rules governing a particular legal
category, analyses the relationship between rules, explains areas of difficulty and, perhaps,
predicts future developments (doctrinal research).
2. Research which intensively evaluates the adequacy of existing rules and which recommends
changes to any rules found wanting (reform-oriented research).
3. Research which fosters a more complete understanding of the conceptual bases of legal principles and of the combined effects of a range of rules and procedures that touch on a particular area of activity (theoretical research).
Id., Vol. 3, Appendix 3,17.
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focus of legal scholarship'.37 He goes so far as to propose that the law reviews
should limit their contents to academic scholarship and thus provide a separate
arena for 'conversations about law and how it operates' for the Australian 'community of legal scholars'.38 Other commentators have challenged the assumption that
operational doctrinal research and true scholarship are separate concepts, that
theory and practice are different, and should not be confused or mixed. They
argue, to the contrary, that there is a closing of the 'gap' between academic and
client-based research, and point to increasing specialisation and Hilmer based reforms as hastening this change.39
Perhaps the truth lies in between with a fusion of different typologies so that
true scholarship, like a classic work of fiction, has many layers. It is useful to the
practising lawyer because it sheds new insights into the operation of the law. It is
an addition to the understanding of the jurisprude because it provides new examples of legal theory in action. It provides an insight for other disciplines and an
example for the legal profession because it relates law to the rest of the world of
learning instead of placing it into an unassailable box of rules. It is of practical
significance for those administering the law because it provides tangible feedback
and hard data on the law in action and ideas for future reform.
Given this background, the development of theoretical paradigms and future
directions for legal research and the questioning of underlying assumptions, is
essential, especially for lawyers on the brink of extensive research projects. The
questions must be asked. Are the proposed research projects informed by prior
work either in law or in other related disciplines? Are the projects forward-looking
and purposive? Are the proposed projects no more than practice-oriented research
with no thought being given to their operational and legal context? Has due consideration been given to 'recent developments in legal theory'?40 Investigation of
the theoretical basis of legal research is certainly a priority in the planning of any
postgraduate legal research program. However, against this must be balanced the
individual researchers skills requirements.

2. Postgraduate Research Students' Skills Levels
Who are our postgraduate students and what are their needs? No doubt the answer to these questions varies from state to state and university to university. To

37
38
39

40

J. Gava, op. cit. 467.
Id. 463.
B. Horrigan, 'Law, Legal Reasoning, Legal Research and Legal Practice — Everything in Context'. Unpublished paper reproduced in LWB434 Advanced Research and Legal Reasoning Study
Guide, Faculty of Law, QUT, 1995. Referring to the comments in D. Weisbrot, 'Competition, Cooperation and Legal Change' (1993) 4 Legal Education Review 1 at 25.
W. Twining, op. cit. 12.
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take QUT as an example, the breakdown of statistics for postgraduate students as
at March 1994 looked like this:

PhD
SJD
LLM(Res)
LLM(CWK)

F/T
4
—

—

7

P/T
1
6
3
162

Total
5
6
3
16941

Thus it is apparent that the large majority of QUT's postgraduate students in
1994 were part-time, and enrolled in the course-work Masters program.42 Fourteen were involved in research Masters or doctoral studies. Of those involved in
course-work Masters, many would include either whole year or one semester
research projects in their programs. Some of these will be recent graduates, but
a significant proportion are more experienced practitioners gaining specialist
qualifications. Experience suggests that the figures represent predominantly
practising solicitors or barristers. Another smaller proportion would consist of
government lawyers and academics.
The lack of confidence many lawyers feel when approaching research was
underscored by the results of a study of Brisbane solicitors in 1992.43 This survey
applied to articled clerks and solicitors in practice in firms which is a reasonable
segment of the pool of lawyers from which part-time coursework masters students are drawn.44 Over 97% of the respondents regarded good legal research skills
for a practising solicitor as either very important or fairly important.
Approximately 25% of the respondents had never received any formal research
training. Nearly half had done a compulsory segment in the first year of their
degree. Over 70% indicated that they wanted more training in the techniques of
legal research. The surprising aspect was that the respondents were asking for
training in locating and updating case law and legislation of their own jurisdiction
— not more complex research tasks. So it seems likely that a small proportion of
our graduate level students will have a great need for research training. A greater
proportion still require honing of their skills. All the students will be interested in
learning more about the new research technology.

3. Increasing Impact of Research Technology
Respondents specifically requested aid in coming to terms with modern research
technology. Only 30.1% indicated that they used computers in their research, and
41
42
43
44

QUT Statistics Bulletin 1994, (QUT: Planning and Statistics Section, 1994) 13-15.
The Sydney postgraduate profile for Law also shows a predominance of part-time students. Statistics 1994 (Univ. of Syd: Statistics Unit, 1994) 106.
T.C. Hutchinson, Legal Research in Law Firms, (Buffalo, N.Y.: William S. Hein and Co., 1994).
C. Mclnnes and S. Marginson, op. cit., 178,445, 446.
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of these the firm's in-house database was ranked first in regard to use. As a result
of the cost of on-line services in the past, together with the inevitable learning
curve required to use the softwares efficiently, computer research has not been
seen as a ready option in the law firms. However, the new cd-rom services have
neither of these drawbacks, and when coupled with relatively low-cost subscriptions are more viable. In addition, publishers are publishing books and caselaw on
floppy disk. The enhanced capabilities inherent in electronic research cannot be
downplayed when dealing with postgraduate students.
The research resources are expanding so quickly that it is impossible to keep
up with the changes. It is likely that even if recent graduates have developed electronic research techniques during their degree, they will appreciate an update on
the many new systems that will make their work so much faster, particularly the
cd-rom journal indexes such as AGIS and Index to Legal Periodicals, the Australian case citator CASEBASE and the full-text caselaw databases such as INFOONE's LAWPAC. On-line service providers such as LEXIS facilitate teaching by
providing special training passwords for the courses. If postgraduate students are
to be certain that they have covered the pertinent literature in their field, they
should have access to these systems. To do this effectively, it is necessary to know
a little about how the systems work and what is available through using them.
Electronic sources are useful for the planned literature updates throughout
the complete research process. Sometimes the projects can span several years,
and whereas the main literature scan might be completed at the beginning of the
project, it is imperative to constantly check for new information and developments.
Cd-rom indexes are useful for this but the sometimes considerable lag-time, between journal publication, indexing and index availability, must be kept in mind. A
combination of regular on-line, CD-rom and hard-copy journal checks must be
utilised. On-line scans of newspaper articles may lead to references to government discussion papers and reports other sources have not identified. Other basic
sources should also be perused including Dissertation Abstracts, Books in Print
and extensive catalogue checks completed.
Large international law libraries' catalogues can be perused via the
Superhighway. The Internet, with its vast banks of information and services, also
provides electronic access to specialised Discussion Lists, Bulletin Boards and
electronic journals, and these are all information points for those involved in comprehensive reviews of legal knowledge in specific areas. Valuable information on
recent developments can often be identified in this manner. To date much of the
legal material has emanated from the United States with such sites as the Cornell
Legal Information Institute and various international legal materials sources.45
However, two new Australian public legal information sites are proving particularly useful. These are the Australasian Legal Information Institute and Uniserve-

45

http://www.law.cornell.edu and see also the use of the web to access appellate briefs — http://
www-Leland.Stanford.Edu/group/law/reckless.
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Law. AustUI has been jointly established by the University of New South Wales
and the University of Technology, Sydney and commenced operations in 1995. It
includes the full text of federal legislation and several decades of High Court judgments, and its list of holdings is constantly being increased.46 Uniserve-Law is
being developed at the Australian National University.47 Uniserve aims to be a
clearing house and information sorter and provider. No charges are levied for
access to the information. At present, its material includes:
• Administrative Materials relating to Australian law faculties, research institutions and publications,
• Teaching Materials and
• Specialist Research Activities information.
In addition, the Law Foundation in October announced a project to establish a
world first — a national legal information service on the internet. The project,
Foundation Law, will aim to provide a good coverage of Australian primary materials. With such developments, the range of information and ease of use and access to the internet, may overtake the commercial legal research electronic market in the near future. The Internet is definitely developing as the leading legal
information source for the late nineties.48

4. Should Postgraduate Academic Goals Include Skills
Competencies?
Much debate has emerged in the profession in regard to lawyer competence,
and many definitions have been proposed.49 The required level of legal research
competence is unclear. Does competence, for example, include a positive duty in

46
47
- 48
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G. Greenleaf, 'Information Technology and the Law' (1995) 69 (8) ALJ 581. h t t p : / /
austlii.law.uts.edu.au and note also the Australian Parliament's Hansard at http://www.aph.gov.au.
B. Moles and E. Clark, 'Uniserve-Law' (1995) 6 (1) Journal of Law and Information Science 84.
http://uniserve.edu.au/law/.
See also Whirlpool Financial Corp v. GN Holdings, Inc and Others Unreported judgment in the
United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, No. 95-1292, September 28,1995.
http://www.law.emory.edu/7circuit/sept95/95-1292html
See the discussion of information on the internet in relation to reasonable diligence in this case:
'In today's society, with the advent of the "information superhighway", federal and state legislation and regulations, as well as information regarding industry trends, are easily accessed.
A reasonable investor is presumed to have information available in the public domain, and
therefore Whirlpool is imputed with constructive knowledge of this information'.
G. Nash, 'How Best to Refresh our Legal Knowledge' in Commonwealth Law Conference Proceedings and Papers, Hong Kong, 1983, 221 at 223,224: R Ayling and M. Constanzo, Toward a Model
of Education for Competent Practice' (1984) 2 (1) The Journal of Professional Legal Education 94
at 96,97.
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regard to the use of the new electronic research sources?50 The fundamental nature of lawyer skills has been addressed in the recent American Bar Association
Report of the Task Force on Law Schools and the Profession.51 The Task Force
identified ten skills and four values as being basic. Legal Research was the third of
the skills:
In order to conduct legal research effectively, a lawyer should have a working knowledge of the nature of legal rules and legal institutions, the fundamental tools of legal
research, and the process of devising and implementing a coherent and effective research design.52

More recently, ideas of the 'fully skilled lawyer' as being one who can strike a
balance between legal theory, substantive law, legal practice and legal methodology (and research) have been mooted:
So, fully skilled lawyers recognise that legal reasoning occurs in neither a practical
vacuum (because the point of much legal reasoning and research is the settlement of
practical legal problems for clients, by lawyers or ultimately the courts) nor a theoretical or social vacuum (because the substantive or "black letter" law has an underlying
theoretical and societal basis).53

Perhaps with this in mind, it is time to reflect on the 'fully skilled' legal academic or postgraduate researcher. Skills training is not overlooked in the overall
objectives of the postgraduate study at QUT which includes:
• to provide opportunities for training designed to equip law graduates with the
necessary skills, knowledge and professional attitude for practice of law.54
In this regard, it is useless to simply talk about doing research. Postgraduate
students must be given the opportunity to achieve the skill levels they need to
complete their projects — and where else should this be done if not in a course on
Advanced Legal Research?
This is not an easy task. The first difficulty lies in determining the base skills
level of the group. Most groups will display some degree of disparity. Sometimes
the effects of this can be relieved by including an informal peer mentor arrangement. This is best accomplished by allowing students to form pairs with less
50

S. Chester, 'Electronic Malpractice: Does Reasonable Competence Require Computer Research'
(1991) Nov/Dec Law Practice Management 23.
51 American Bar Association, Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, Legal Education and Professional Development — An Educational Continuum, (Chicago: American Bar Association, 1992).
52 Id. 157.
53 B. Horrigan, op. cit., 1.
54 QUT Faculty of Law, Postgraduate Student Information Booklet 1995,2.
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experienced researchers working alongside more competent classmates. Such an
arrangement works especially well in the computer-based research segments.
Workshop sessions are most useful for encouraging students to learn skills.55
The components necessitate small class numbers and tend to be time-intensive
for staff involved. For electronic research, each student must be seated at a computer and this equipment ideally needs to be in a discrete electronic classroom
preferably with facilities for data display of the group facilitator's screen. Class
numbers can necessitate the availability of at least two facilitators at each session.
For manual research, a library teaching collection providing extra copies of basic
reference sources is useful so that all the students have access to the resources
necessary to solve workshop problems.
Intensive planning is necessary for the workshops. Topics used as vehicles
for learning must be both relevant to the group and suitable for post-graduate
discussion. Hands-on research is the threshold to the whole research process and
therefore every effort must be made to integrate the skill into the overall learning
process. This is not simply a matter of learning how to use a particular research
source, but also discovering what to use the source for, and when to integrate it
into the overall research process.
With class time at a premium, required reading, group workshops and assessment can be so structured to require that all the students attain a certain level
regardless of the skills level at which they started the course. This may mean that
those students who do not have prior skills, for example those holding undergraduate degrees from civil law jurisdictions, will need to do more work outside
class. Such segments are ideally suited to weekend intensives rather than twohour evening timeslots, but, in any case, students realise that the training they
receive is an introduction to a world that they need to investigate at their own
leisure and in addition to the set class hours. So, although it is possible to assume
that more recent graduates entering the postgraduate arena may have some skills,
it is necessary for a postgraduate legal research subject to consolidate and update
the skills.

5. Postgraduate Research Requirements — The QUT
Course

«

The objectives of the Advanced Legal Research course reflect the overall objectives of postgraduate study of law at QUT, in particular those relating to the provision of opportunities for legal research of an advanced and original nature, the

55

For information on this type of teaching method see T. Sork, (ed), Designing and Implementing
Effective Workshops (San Fransisco: Jossey-Bass, 1984); and also M. Le Brun and R. Johnstone,
The Quiet Revolution: Improving Student Learning in IMW (Sydney: I>aw Book, 1994) at 294 on
Syndicate Groups; D. Jacques, Learning in Groups (2nd ed, London: Kogan Press, 1994).
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development of 'skills required for the critical evaluation of law\ and 'applied research opportunities\56 These objectives are further reflective of the goals set at
the undergraduate level. QUT has compulsory legal research units at first and
final year levels which aim to introduce law undergraduates to doctrinal research
in conjunction with legal reasoning. The advanced research subject builds on the
undergraduate focus and has as its objectives:
• To develop an understanding of and abilities in formulating a thesis and the
development and implementation of research strategies in legal hypothesis testing and theory building;
• To develop advanced skills in locating and extracting legal and other source
materials;
• To develop skills to an advanced level in the use of technology in locating and
organising materials;
• To develop an understanding of interdisciplinary research relevant to legal
research; and
• To develop skills and abilities to an advanced level in the presentation and
defence of research.
The assessment is designed to test the achievement of the objectives. Students must complete two major assignments. The first paper involves a 1500 word
presentation of a research strategy for a research project including proposals for
literature and source material reviews. The strategy is presented in class and is
subject to discussion and defence. The second paper involves a 3000 word critical
analysis and self-reflective explanation of the development of the research project
as a result of refinement engendered by the presentation. This second paper must
include a Research Record and a proposed outline or structure for the proposed
research project. In addition, general participation and performance in workshop
exercises are taken into account.
A Research Proposal is often required for faculty acceptance of a large research project. This proposal might include a statement of the project's research
objectives, methods, hypotheses and a timeline.57 The legal research course introduces students to the suggested parameters for such a proposal, and invites
students to present their proposal to the group. The presentation, defence and
discussion of such proposals provides an opportunity for the student's ideas to
crystallise and focus, an opportunity that may not otherwise arise until a much
later stage in their endeavours.
Those facing a project that will extend over several years require direction on
the management of the fruits of their research — possibly hundreds of pages of

56
57

Loc. cit.
See N. Moore, How To Do Research, (2nd ed., London: Library Association Publishing, 1987).
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caselaw, journal articles, survey results and documents. One aspect of control is
the noting of all research sources consulted, search profiles and results. Part of
such data would later be reproduced in footnotes and form the bibliography. In
the past, card file systems58 would have been the basis for the Research Record,59
but cards are being replaced by personal bibliographic database software such as
Filemaker Pro. Control and ease of retrieval of material will become more and
more important as the student's project progresses and develops.
Postgraduates have not generally been exposed to any ideas of interdisciplinary work, nor have traditional law studies covered such aspects as the effect of
law on society, or social science methods. They are often not used to looking at
the law from a critical perspective, having been trained in a formalist legal tradition. Many faculties in Australia are beginning to reflect a change of attitude, a
broadening in the curriculum, and institutional views about what is relevant to law
at the undergraduate level.60 This change is largely driven by external factors such
as the activism of the High Court and globalism as much as legal academic enthusiasm for theoretical and interdisciplinary perspectives. This subject achieves a
heightening of postgraduate student awareness of legal changes. Policy aspects
and research are confronted and the opportunity is taken to discuss the possible
relevance of statistical data or an empirical dimension within the proposed research papers. Law reform work provides an ideal case-study. Accounts of particular consultancies are also good examples of policy research in action. A broad
focus, away from the purely doctrinal approach to legal research, and towards a
social science base can open vistas for those who have been trained under the
Langdellian model.
The undergraduate courses cover aspects of the internationalisation of Australian law and the importance of comparative perspectives. Depending on the
time-lag since completing their degrees, postgraduate students may perceive that
they have a lack of knowledge and expertise in this area. Such students may also
be very competent in locating and assessing the value of Australian and British
law but may be at a loss with materials from the United States, Canada, or the
European Union. The postgraduate research unit has endeavoured to bridge this
lack of appreciation of the scope for the influence of other legal systems, international treaties and concerns on Australian law.
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4. Conclusion
Legal Research is slowly gaining a place in the undergraduate curriculum. In this
country, Directors of Research and Directors of Research in undergraduate courses
have only been appointed in the last few years and only at a few universities.61 The
number of law schools offering undergraduate training in legal research has increased.62 However, students with this training are only slowly filtering through
into the postgraduate arena. What we are experiencing therefore is a current need
to ensure attainment of research skills at the postgraduate level. In the future, this
need may dissipate. With the large developmental strides technology is taking,
now is not the time to relegate research skills to the background. A more practical
approach to research training at this level is at present fulfilling market needs
because of the lack of extensive training at the undergraduate level in previous
years and the recent advances in research technology. Those writing at postgraduate level need to have access to the breadth of work already accomplished in their
chosen field as well as being challenged to broaden their own endeavours within
the wider theoretical spectrum. Surely 'academic goals' for lawyers on the brink
of the twenty-first century must include 'skills competencies'. The two are not
mutually exclusive.
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Praxis (process)
Praxis (from Ancient Greek: πρᾶξις, romanized: praxis) is the process by which a
theory, lesson, or skill is enacted, embodied, or realized. "Praxis" may also refer to
the act of engaging, applying, exercising, realizing, or practicing ideas. This has
been a recurrent topic in the ﬁeld of philosophy, discussed in the writings of Plato,
Aristotle, St. Augustine, Francis Bacon, Immanuel Kant, Søren Kierkegaard, Karl
Marx, Antonio Gramsci, Martin Heidegger, Hannah Arendt, Jean-Paul Sartre, Paulo
Freire, Ludwig von Mises, and many others. It has meaning in the political,
educational, spiritual and medical realms.
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Origins
In Ancient Greek the word praxis (πρᾶξις) referred to activity engaged in by free
people. The philosopher Aristotle held that there were three basic activities of
humans: theoria (thinking), poiesis (making), and praxis (doing). Corresponding to
these activities were three types of knowledge: theoretical, the end goal being truth;
poietical, the end goal being production; and practical, the end goal being action.[1]
Aristotle further divided the knowledge derived from praxis into ethics, economics,
and politics. He also distinguished between eupraxia (εὐπραξία, "good praxis")[2] and
dyspraxia (δυσπραξία, "bad praxis, misfortune").[3]

Marxism
Young Hegelian August Cieszkowski was one of the earliest philosophers to use the
term praxis to mean "action oriented towards changing society" in his 1838 work
Prolegomena zur Historiosophie (Prolegomena to a Historiosophy).[4] Cieszkowski

argued that while absolute truth had been achieved in the speculative philosophy of
Hegel, the deep divisions and contradictions in man's consciousness could only be
resolved through concrete practical activity that directly inﬂuences social life.[4]
Although there is no evidence that Karl Marx himself read this book,[5] it may have
had an indirect inﬂuence on his thought through the writings of his friend Moses
Hess.[6][7]
Marx uses the term "praxis" to refer to the free, universal, creative and self-creative
activity through which man creates and changes his historical world and himself.[8]
Praxis is an activity unique to man, which distinguishes him from all other beings.[8]
The concept appears in two of Marx's early works: the Economic and Philosophical
Manuscripts of 1844 and the Theses on Feuerbach (1845).[5] In the former work,
Marx contrasts the free, conscious productive activity of human beings with the
unconscious compulsive production of animals.[5] He also aﬀirms the primacy of
praxis over theory, claiming that theoretical contradictions can only be resolved
through practical activity.[5] In the latter work, revolutionary practice is a central
theme:
The coincidence of the changing of circumstances and of human activity or
self-change [Selbstveränderung] can be conceived and rationally
understood only as revolutionary practice. (3rd thesis)[9]

All social life is essentially practical. All the mysteries which lead theory
towards mysticism ﬁnd their rational solution in human praxis and in the
comprehension of this praxis. (8th thesis)[9]

Philosophers have hitherto only interpreted the world in various ways; the
point is to change it. (11th thesis)[9]
Marx here criticizes the materialist philosophy of Ludwig Feuerbach for envisaging
objects in a contemplative way. Marx argues that perception is itself a component of
man's practical relationship to the world. Society cannot be changed by reformers
who understand its needs, only by the revolutionary praxis of the mass whose
interest coincides with that of society as a whole - the proletariat. To understand the
world does not mean considering it from the outside, judging it morally or explaining
it scientiﬁcally; it means society understanding itself, an act in which the subject
changes the object by the very fact of understanding it.[10]
Seemingly inspired by the Theses, the nineteenth century socialist Antonio Labriola
called Marxism the "philosophy of praxis".[11] This description of Marxism would
appear again in Antonio Gramsci's Prison Notebooks[11] and the writings of the
members of the Frankfurt School.[12][13] Praxis is also an important theme for
Marxist thinkers such as Georg Lukacs, Karl Korsch, Karel Kosik and Henri Lefebvre,
and was seen as the central concept of Marx's thought by Yugoslavia's Praxis School,
which established a journal of that name in 1964.[13]

Jean-Paul Sartre

In the Critique of Dialectical Reason, Jean-Paul Sartre posits a view of individual
praxis as the basis of human history.[14] In his view, praxis is an attempt to negate
human need.[15] In a revision of Marxism and his earlier existentialism,[16] Sartre
argues that the fundamental relation of human history is scarcity.[17] Conditions of
scarcity generate competition for resources, exploitation of one over another and
division of labor, which in its turn creates struggle between classes. Each individual
experiences the other as a threat to his or her own survival and praxis; it is always a
possibility that one's individual freedom limits another's.[18] Sartre recognizes both
natural and man-made constraints on freedom: he calls the non-uniﬁed practical
activity of humans the "practico-inert".[14] Sartre opposes to individual praxis a
"group praxis" that fuses each individual to be accountable to each other in a
common purpose.[19] Sartre sees a mass movement in a successful revolution as the
best exemplar of such a fused group.[20]

Hannah Arendt
In The Human Condition, Hannah Arendt argues that Western philosophy too often
has focused on the contemplative life (vita contemplativa) and has neglected the
active life (vita activa). This has led humanity to frequently miss much of the
everyday relevance of philosophical ideas to real life.[21][22] For Arendt, praxis is the
highest and most important level of the active life.[22] Thus, she argues that more
philosophers need to engage in everyday political action or praxis, which she sees as
the true realization of human freedom.[21] According to Arendt, our capacity to
analyze ideas, wrestle with them, and engage in active praxis is what makes us
uniquely human.
In Maurizio Passerin d'Etreves's estimation, "Arendt's theory of action and her
revival of the ancient notion of praxis represent one of the most original
contributions to twentieth century political thought. ... Moreover, by viewing action
as a mode of human togetherness, Arendt is able to develop a conception of
participatory democracy which stands in direct contrast to the bureaucratized and
elitist forms of politics so characteristic of the modern epoch."[23]

Education
Praxis is used by educators to describe a recurring passage through a cyclical
process of experiential learning, such as the cycle described and popularised by
David A. Kolb.[24]
Paulo Freire deﬁnes praxis in Pedagogy of the Oppressed as "reﬂection and action
directed at the structures to be transformed."[25] Through praxis, oppressed people
can acquire a critical awareness of their own condition, and, with teacher-students
and students-teachers, struggle for liberation.[26]
In the Channel 4 television documentary New Order: Play at Home,[27][28] Factory
Records owner Tony Wilson describes praxis as "doing something, and then only
afterwards, ﬁnding out why you did it".

Praxis may be described as a form of critical thinking and comprises the combination
of reﬂection and action. Praxis can be viewed as a progression of cognitive and
physical actions:
Taking the action
Considering the impacts of the action
Analysing the results of the action by reﬂecting upon it
Altering and revising conceptions and planning following reﬂection
Implementing these plans in further actions
This creates a cycle which can be viewed in terms of educational settings, learners
and educational facilitators.
Scott and Marshall (2009) refer to praxis as "a philosophical term referring to human
action on the natural and social world". Furthermore, Gramsci (1999) emphasises
the power of praxis in Selections from the Prison Notebooks by stating that "The
philosophy of praxis does not tend to leave the simple in their primitive philosophy of
common sense but rather to lead them to a higher conception of life". To reveal the
inadequacies of religion, folklore, intellectualism and other such 'one-sided' forms of
reasoning, Gramsci appeals directly in his later work to Marx's 'philosophy of praxis',
describing it as a 'concrete' mode of reasoning. This principally involves the
juxtaposition of a dialectical and scientiﬁc audit of reality; against all existing
normative, ideological, and therefore counterfeit accounts. Essentially a 'philosophy'
based on 'a practise', Marx's philosophy, is described correspondingly in this manner,
as the only 'philosophy' that is at the same time a 'history in action' or a 'life' itself
(Gramsci, Hoare and Nowell-Smith, 1972, p. 332).

Spirituality
Praxis is also key in meditation and spirituality, where emphasis is placed on gaining
ﬁrst-hand experience of concepts and certain areas, such as union with the Divine,
which can only be explored through praxis due to the inability of the ﬁnite mind (and
its tool, language) to comprehend or express the inﬁnite. In an interview for YES!
Magazine, Matthew Fox explained it this way:
Wisdom is always taste—in both Latin and Hebrew, the word for wisdom
comes from the word for taste—so it's something to taste, not something to
theorize about. "Taste and see that God is good", the psalm says; and that's
wisdom: tasting life. No one can do it for us. The mystical tradition is very
much a Sophia tradition. It is about tasting and trusting experience, before
institution or dogma.[29]
According to Strong's Hebrew dictionary, the Hebrew word, ta‛am, is; properly a
taste, that is, (ﬁguratively) perception; by implication intelligence; transitively a
mandate: advice, behaviour, decree, discretion, judgment, reason, taste,
understanding.

Medicine

Praxis is the ability to perform voluntary skilled movements. The partial or complete
inability to do so in the absence of primary sensory or motor impairments is known
as apraxia.[30]
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English
Etymology
From Ancient Greek πρᾶξις (prâxis, “action, activity, practice”)

Pronunciation
IPA(key): /ˈpɹæk.sɪs/

Noun
praxis (countable and uncountable, plural praxes or praxises)
1. The practical application of any branch of learning.
2. (drama) The deliberate action of a rational being.
3. (philosophy) The synthesis of theory and practice, without presuming the primacy of either
.
4. Custom or established practice.
5. An example or form of exercise, or a collection of such examples, for practice.

Related terms

praxic
praxeology

Translations

practical application of learning
drama: deliberate action of a rational being
philosophy: synthesis of theory and practice
custom or established practice
example or form of exercise for practice

Latin
Etymology
Borrowed from Ancient Greek πρᾶξῐς (prâxis).

Pronunciation
(Classical) IPA(key): /ˈpraːk.sis/ , [ˈpraːk.sɪs]

Noun
prāxis f (genitive prāxeōs); third declension
1. This term needs a translation to English. Please help out andadd a translation, then remove the text {{rfdef}}.

Declension
This noun needs an inflection-table template.

Descendants
Italian: prassi

References
PRAXIM in Charles du Fresne du Cange’s Glossarium Mediæ et Infimæ Latinitatis(augmented edition, 1883–1887)
praxis in Gaffiot, Félix (1934) Dictionnaire Illustré Latin-Français, Hachette, page 1,234/1
“praxis” on page 1,451/1 of theOxford Latin Dictionary(1st ed., 1968–82)

Spanish
Noun
praxis f (plural praxis)
1. praxis

Swedish
Pronunciation
Audio

0:00

Noun
praxis c
1. practice, custom, the usual way to do things
teori och praxis
theory and practice
2. case law, previous court decisions as a base for legal judgement
Hovrättens dom strider mot Europadomstolenspraxis.
The verdict of the court of appeal is in conflict with the practice of the European Court of Human
Rights.

See also
praktik
rättsfall
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German
Etymology
From Ancient Greek πρᾶξις (prâxis).

Pronunciation
IPA(key): /ˈpʁaksɪs/
Audio (ﬁle)

Noun
Praxis f (genitive Praxis, plural Praxen)
1. practice, praxis (opposite of theory)

In der Praxis kommt das selten vor.
That rarely ever occurs in practice.
2. surgery (UK), doctor's oﬃce (US), practice (South Africa) (workplace of a selfemployed doctor)

Mein Zahnarzt hat viele Blumen in der Praxis.
My dentist has a lot of ﬂowers in his surgery.

Derived terms
praxisfern
praxisfremd
praxisnah

Further reading
Praxis (https://www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/Praxis) in Duden online
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